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Preface
The research in biotechnology boomed during the last decade, e.g. the gross
investment per year for biotechnology in Germany increased from 24 million
euro in 1994 to 150 million euro in 2004 [20]. This caused the evolvement of
many new research fields in biotechnology during the last years.
One major research area in biotechnology is the selective detection of
biomolecules. Such biosensors are available using many different detection
methods. Most methods use markers which bind specifically to the target
molecule and can be detected easily. The most common labels are fluores-
cent markers [107] which are widely commercially available. Other possible
markers are nanoparticles [47], radioactive markers [112, 11], electrochemical
markers [93] or magnetic markers [53], the latter of which are used in this
thesis. Recent developments also use marker free detection methods, such as
mass [130] and charge sensitive measurements [10] or measurements of the
refractive index [99].
Another new trend is the full integration of all laboratory tasks into a
lab-on-a-chip. Several research groups [43, 79, 129, 80] try to incorporate
the laboratory preparation and detection methods into a portable hand-held
device using microfluidic systems [3] and miniaturized detection methods.
The use of magnetic markers and magnetoresistive sensors [114] has several
advantages for a portable device. The magnetoresistive sensors directly pro-
vide an electric signal that can be evaluated with standard electronics, and
they can be produced cheaply with standard microelectronic techniques. The
pioneering work in this area was done by the Naval Research Laboratory [6],
who introduced the BARC biosensor. While most groups use spinvalves for
the detection [37, 53], some groups also use GMR/TMR sensors [114] or hall
effect sensors [38].
Additionally to the sensor systems, magnetic markers allow the manipu-
lation of the attached biomolecules with external magnetic fields. Although
the manipulation with magnetic markers is a fairly new idea, several research
groups are already working in this area. The magnetic fields can be generated
through coils and poles around the sample [29, 50, 7] or by conducting lines
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4on the chip [51, 42, 136, 31, 87]. A few groups have already shown some inter-
esting combinations of magnetic sensors and manipulation systems [52, 82].
This thesis especially focusses on the manipulation of magnetic markers
with magnetic fields that are generated by conducting lines on a chip. Using
currents through conducting lines to create the outer magnetic field allows
an easy integration of the manipulation and detection methods into small
hand-held devices. This thesis presents several working structures for the
manipulation and positioning of magnetic markers. The maximum applied
magnetic force is even high enough to use it for bond-force measurements,
which are presented for the streptavidin-biotin and avidin-biotin bonds. But
such a system is also exact enough to position single magnetic markers within
an area of the size of the magnetic marker. Because this system is highly
customizable, it is very interesting for many future applications.
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Chapter 1
Basics
The transportation, manipulation, positioning and detection of single bio-
molecules with magnetic particles requires knowledge of different scientific
areas. Biochemical skills are needed for the functionalisation of the sample
surface and the investigation of bonds between biomolecules. Physical knowl-
edge is required for the preparation of the chips, the calculation of magnetic
field configurations or the detection of magnetic markers with TMR sensors.
This chapter provides the theoretical background for all areas that are used
in this thesis. It starts with basics about the used biomolecules and their
bonds, goes on about magnetic field configurations and finishes with some
TMR theory.
1.1 Biomolecules
The interaction between biomolecules is a key aspect to examine and char-
acterise biological systems. Common interactions are e.g. antibody-antigen
interactions [27, 66, 110] or protein-protein interactions. A very versatile
biosensor that can detect different kinds of biomolecules (DNA, Proteins, . . . )
and also examine different interactions between them would be most desir-
able, therefore. This is quite difficult, because the size of the biomolecules,
the bond-type and with it the bond-force differ a lot, from a small antibody
to a big protein-complex. For all marker based biosensors, this means that
many versatile markers have to be available. The magnetic markers that are
used in this thesis are available in many different sizes and configurations
(see section 1.2).
A new technique to measure the bond-force between two biomolecules
with magnetic markers is presented in chapter 4. To show the general appli-
cability of this method, the well known streptavidin-biotin and the avidin-
9
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(a) Chemical structure of biotin,
based on [26]
(b) Three-dimensional structure of
biotin [33]
Figure 1.1: Biotin
biotin bonds were examined. In order to understand the processes during the
bond-force measurements, the following sections describe the major proper-
ties of all three participating biomolecules and the bond properties.
1.1.1 Biotin
The discovery, isolation and synthesis of biotin started in 1927 with an exper-
iment where rats developed an unusual dermatitis after they were fed only
with the protein of hen egg white [14]. The dermatitis could be cured by a
substance that was called vitamin H and that is present in many foodstuff.
But it took many years, until Gyo¨rgy et al. [60] identified in 1940 that
biotin and vitamin H are identical.
Biotin (C10H16N2O3S) is a coenzyme that plays a vital role in nearly
all organisms (from bacteria to animals) [35]. Like many coenzyms, biotin
cannot be synthesised by animals and must be obtained from plants. It is
not indispensable for life, but humans and animals with a biotin deficiency
can get dermatitis1 or alopecia2. Biotin is a component of many enzymes in
the human body and plays a vital role in the degradation of specific proteins
(e.g. serum albumin) [13].
Figure 1.1 presents the chemical structure (a) and a three-dimensional
image of biotin (b). Biotin consists of an imidazole ring with an attached
1skin rash or eczema
2loss of hair
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valerat side chain. The carboxyl group at the end of the chain can bind
covalently to the amino-groups of enzymes [127]. The molecular weight of
biotin is only 144Da 3 [9] and it is only about 7 A˚ long (see [32] for more
information about the structure of biotin and its vitamers).
1.1.2 Avidin
The discovery of avidin is closely related to the discovery of biotin, because
the egg white that was fed to the rats only contains biotin that is bound
to avidin and the metabolism of rats is not able to separate those. Avidin
accounts for maximal 0.05% of the protein that is found in eggs and oviducts
of many species of birds [57].
Avidin is very soluble in water
Figure 1.2: Three-dimensional struc-
ture of avidin, acquired with x-ray
diffraction methods [106]
and salt solutions between pH 5-7
and has its isoelectric point at pH
10 [57]. The basic tetrameric glyco-
protein consists of 256 amino acids
with an overall dimension of
72×80×44 A˚3 [106] and has a molec-
ular weight of 57 kDa [98]. A com-
prehensive overview about avidin
was already published in 1963 by
Green and Melamed [56]. Fig-
ure 1.2 shows the three-dimensional
structure of avidin, which was ac-
quired by x-ray diffraction methods.
Although the high affinity to bi-
otin was known from early on, the
interest in avidin was low until the
discovery of the coenzyme function
of covalently bound biotin. The very
high affinity between biotin and
avidin together with the possibility to bind coenzymes covalently to the bi-
otin made clear that avidin could be very useful to characterise new classes
of enzymes [57]. Furthermore, the bond between biotin and avidin can resist
dissociation in the presence of detergents, high and low pH values, protein
denaturants and high temperatures. Today, many different macromolecules
(e.g. proteins, polysaccharides or nucleic acids) can easily be linked to biotin
without serious affect on their biochemical or physical properties. The generic
nature of the biotinylation process and the high strength of the avidin-biotin
bond makes this technology easily accessible and, therefore, interesting for
3Dalton - unit of the molecular weight: 1Da = 1, 66054 · 10−24 g [69]
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scientific and industrial research [100].
Section 1.1.4 presents a more in-depth study of ligand-receptor bonds like
the avidin-biotin bond.
1.1.3 Streptavidin
The discovery of streptavidin was totally unexpected and happened during
a screening of Streptomyces for antibiotics. The antibacterial effects could
be reversed by high concentrations of biotin in the medium. A closer look
revealed that the high molecular weight component was a biotin binding
protein that had remarkably similar physical and chemical characteristics as
avidin [57], including a 33% identity in the amino acid sequence [64].
In 1964, Chaiet andWolf [21]
Figure 1.3: Three-dimensional struc-
ture of streptavidin, acquired with x-ray
diffraction methods [106]
published the first article about“The
properties of Streptavidin, a Biotin-
Binding Protein Produced by Strep-
tomycetes”. This was the first time
a biotin-binding protein was isolated
from a microbial source and not from
egg white.
Streptavidin has its name from
the bacterial source of the protein,
Streptomyces avidinii, and from egg-
white avidin. It is a tetrameric pro-
tein that consists of 254 amino acids.
It has a size of 46 × 93 × 104 A˚3
[106] and a molecular weight of about
60 kDa [9]. Figure 1.3 presents the
three-dimensional structure of strep-
tavidin that was acquired with x-ray
diffraction methods.
The exceptionally high binding
affinity to biotin is in the same range as the binding affinity of avidin-biotin
(Ka ≈ 10−15M) [64]. This is the highest known affinity without the forma-
tion of covalent bonds [57]. In order to understand these special properties
and be able to use them for biotechnologic application, many groups investi-
gated the streptavidin-biotin system.
The following section reviews the current state of the research on ligand-
receptor bonds.
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1.1.4 Ligand-Receptor bonds
The first step to understand interactions in cells and between cells is to un-
derstand interactions between the involved biomolecules. Besides DNA/RNA
and antigen-antibody interactions, there are many proteins (receptors) and
corresponding ligands that play a vital role inside and in-between cells.
Because of their exceptionally high
Figure 1.4: Sketch for streptavidin-
biotin bond-force measurements, from
[119]. A force is applied to biotin (red)
to pull it out of the streptavidin.
binding affinity, two of the most pro-
minent ligand-receptor pairs are
streptavidin-biotin and avidin-biotin.
Both proteins have a tetrameric
structure, so they can bind up to
four ligands. Although many pro-
perties are valid for other ligand-re-
ceptor pairs, only these two ligand-
receptor pairs were used in this the-
sis and, therefore, this section will
focus on them.
During the last two decades, the
rupture force between ligand and re-
ceptor was investigated with several
different methods, such as Atomic
Force Microscopy (AFM) [44, 97, 86,
122, 28, 134], Surface Force Appara-
tus (SFA) [63, 137], Dynamic Force
Spectroscopy (DFS) [39, 91], Flow
Chamber measurements [102] and re-
laxation experiments with magnetic
nanoparticles [77]. Complementary
to the measurements, computer-
simulations were done by several
groups [59, 70, 40, 65]. Figure 1.4
shows a single streptavidin-biotin
pair and exemplarily the applied
force in bond-force measurements.
Numerous measurements of the
rupture force between ligand-recep-
tor pairs were made with the AFM.
In AFM experiments, the tip is coated by one part of the ligand-receptor
pair and the other is fixed to a surface (e.g. an agarose bead [44]). After
the tip contacts the surface and the ligand-receptor pair is bound, the tip
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is retracted using the force spectroscopy mode. Under appropriate experi-
mental conditions [123, 122], hundreds of single bond breaking events can
be measured within a short time. But AFM measurements are somewhat
limited, as shown in 1999 by Merkel et al. [91]. They showed that the
bond-force depends strongly on the rate of force increase F ′ 4. Although
this dependency was found with AFM measurements as well [134], only the
DFS has the possibility to measure with loading-rates from 0.05 pN/sec to
60 nN/sec. Dynamic Force Spectroscopy, developed by Evans et al. [39] in
1991, utilises biomembrane probes and is a potent method for the analysis
of rupture events. DFS consists of two micropipettes that push two vesicles
against each other. A vesicles contains low amounts of either receptors or
ligands. The separation of the vesicles is analysed under a microscope, and
video is recorded to calculate the rupture force.
In contrast to the AFM measurements, where the measured bond-forces
where around 100 to 300 pN, it was possible to measure bond-forces of only
5 pN with the DFS [91]. Experiments with other techniques, also got results
in between those values, which support the loading-rate dependency. In
addition, this thesis presents experiments that confirm the dependency in
the range of extremely low loading-rates (see chapter 4).
In a different approach multi-wavelength x-ray diffraction methods were
used to obtain the specific structure of ligand-receptor pairs with a˚ngstrøm
precision [132, 64, 88, 46, 24]. Results of such x-ray diffraction methods can
be seen in figures 1.2, 1.3 and 1.4.
In 1987 Weber et al. [132] were the first group who fabricated strep-
tavidin crystals and characterised the streptavidin-biotin complex with this
method. Two years later Hendrickson et al. [64] made a comprehensive
assay using a multi-wavelength anomalous diffraction method at an x-ray
energy of 11921 eV. They found that the biotin is buried deeply inside the
β-barrel of the streptavidin protomer. Only the carboxylate oxygens and the
ureido-ring nitrogen protrude to the outside. Multitudinous hydrogen-bonds
and van der Waals interactions are involved in the biotin binding. There are
three hydrogen bonds to the carbonyl group buried within the barrel and
also hydrogen bonds to the ureido nitrogens and carboxyl oxygens. Four
tryptophan amino acids are in contact with each biotin molecule. Most of
the interactions result from the residues of a given subunit, although one
tryptophan is supplied by a subunit related to the R diad axis, which is vital
for the tetramer integrity. This is an explanation for the reduced affinity
with less than four ligands that was also found elsewhere [76, 113]. We-
ber et al. [131] confirmed the results for streptavidin and apostreptavidin in
1992 and Livnah et al. [88] got similar results for the avidin-biotin complex
4The rate of force increase F ′, is called “loading-rate” in most papers, e.g. [91]
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in 1993. In 1998, Chu et al. [24] presented a very convincing experiment,
where they removed the polypeptide loop that undergoes an open to closed
conformational change when biotin is bound. They showed that the deletion
caused a large decrease of the affinity for the full ligand-receptor bond.
Although Jones and Kurzban [72] presented good evidence that the
streptavidin-biotin binding is not cooperative5 in the sense of the MWC-
model6, many other publications clearly indicate that the bond strength
makes a step for the full bond. This can be seen as a positive coopera-
tivity, as proposed by Williams et al. [133] and Sano et al. [113]. Besides
the already mentioned x-ray diffraction experiments, these results were also
supported by fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy and fluorescence spec-
troscopy [49].
All theoretical descriptions of li-
Figure 1.5: Asymmetric two-well poten-
tial U(x), used in Kramers’ model. Es-
cape occurs via the forward rate k+ and
the backward rate k−. The correspond-
ing activation energies are E+b and E
−
b .
Taken from [61]
gand-receptor bonds and their break-
ing is based on the Transition-State-
Theory (TST) and Kramers’ mo-
del [15]. The TST was developed by
Polanyi andWigner in 1928 [103]
and expanded by Eyring in 1935
[41]. Generally the classical TST de-
scribes any two physical states that
are separated by a bottleneck in
phase space. Two assumptions have
to be made to apply the TST. First,
the strong-coupling assumption, i.e.
that all effects from a divergence of
the thermal equilibrium are neglec-
ted, and second, the point of no re-
turn, i.e. that separated states do not reconnect. Even when these assump-
tions are applicable, TST can only give an upper bound to the true rate for
any dividing surface [61]. Kramers’ model describes a chemical reaction as
a classical particle that moves in a one dimensional asymmetric double-well
potential (confer to figure 1.5). A thorough description of Kramers’ model
can be found in [61].
The new experimental results about ligand-receptor bonds stimulated sev-
eral theoretical works that extend the TST and Kramers’ model. In 1996
Grubmu¨ller et al. [59] presented computer-simulations of the streptavidin-
biotin bond that matched their AFM measurements. The simulations sup-
ported their experimental results, that the measured bond-force increased
with an increasing loading rate, and that the bond-force is around 280 pN
5Simple definition for cooperativity: An interaction of the constituent subunits of a
protein causing a conformational change in one subunit to be transmitted to all others [67].
6A model by Monod, Wyman and Changeux for negative and positive cooperativ-
ity [95].
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for a loading-rate of over 100 nN/sec. But they simulated an extremely stiff
cantilever (the spring constant was nearly 20 times higher than in the exper-
iments), the time-scale of force increase was nanoseconds rather than mil-
liseconds (as in experiments) and only a streptavidin monomer has been
simulated. In 1997 Izrailev et al. simulated the avidin-biotin bond and
found very high rupture forces of up to 450 pN. They also presented a theo-
retical study that demonstrates that the nanosecond simulations can not re-
produce thermally activated bond rupture that requires milliseconds. Also in
1997 Evans and Ritchie [40] published a thorough extension of Kramers’
model to simulate force-activated bond rupture, and tested their model using
smart Monte Carlo simulations. Additionally, they proposed a law for the
exponential loading-rate dependency of the avidin-biotin rupture between 1
and 1020 pN/sec and 100 to 400 pN.
As shown 2000 by Strunz et al.
x1
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Figure 1.6: Conceptual energy land-
scape of a ligand-receptor bond. The
dashed line represents an applied force
that lowers the potential barriers and,
therefore, the total width of the potential
narrows (x2 < x1). Remade after [91]
[121] the simplest possible model for
ligand-receptor pairs has at least one
intermediate state. Figure 1.6 illus-
trates such a model. Without any
outer force the width of the poten-
tial (x1) is wide. An applied force
(represented by the dashed line) low-
ers the outer barrier and therefore
the inner barrier with a narrower po-
tential width (x2) is relevant for the
bond rupture properties. For the
narrowing of the potential width a
linear lever rule is valid: The smaller
the potential width, the higher the
rupture force. These models can only
be applied if there is a single pre-
ferred path for the reaction [15],
which was shown experimentally by
Freitag et al. [45]. Such a model
was introduced in 1978 by Bell [8]
and used e.g. by Merkel et al. to
explain the loading-rate dependency of the ligand-receptor bond in 1999.
Experimental data from bond-force measurements can be fitted to a linear
function [121]:
F =
kBT
xβ
ln
xβ · r
kBT · koff (1.1)
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core matrix
(e.g. the avidin protein)functionalized biomolecules
small superparamagnetic particles 
Figure 1.7: Sketch of a typical magnetic marker
where kBT = 4.114 pNnm is a Boltzmann factor at 298K, r is the loading-
rate, xβ is the potential width (see above) and koff is the natural off rate.
1.2 Functionalised magnetic markers
Today magnetic markers are widely used in biotechnological applications.
They were originally developed by Dynal Biotech to segregate specific
biomolecules from a given solution [114]. The magnetic markers (also known
as particles or beads) are specifically functionalised to bind to the target
analyte and mixed with a solution. After the biomolecules are bound to
the markers, the markers are removed from the solution by using a magnet.
Because this method proved very successful, many companies offer a wide
range of different magnetic markers. The commercially available markers
differ in size from several nanometer to a few microns and in composition
from pure Co to magnetite particles enclosed in different matrix materials.
For choosing the most suitable particles from this wide variety, the re-
quirements of the experiments have to be clear. The experiments presented
in this thesis demand several attributes for the beads. First of all, the parti-
cles should have a high magnetic moment to be able to apply high forces to
the beads. But because we want to manipulate single beads, they are not al-
lowed to cluster. Therefore, the beads must be superparamagnetic and can’t
be ferromagnetic. Second, the particles are not allowed to be smaller than
half the wavelength of light (. 300 nm), because they are tracked with an
optical microscope. Third, the particles must not bind unspecifically to the
sample surface (mostly SiO2). This is especially important for all bond-force
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Company Chemagen Seradyn Micromod
Product No. M-PVA SAV1 30152104011150 39-18-153
Matrix material polyvinyl alcohol polystyrene silicate
Magnetic material Fe3O4 Fe3O4 Fe3O4
Diameter in µm 1 0.779 1.5
Particle density n.s. 1.5 g/ml 4 g/ccm
Share of magn. mat. 50-60% 40% n.s.
Magnetic moment m 1.82 fAm2 0.88 fAm2 0.4 fAm2
Table 1.1: Properties of the magnetic particles used in this thesis [22, 115, 92].
The magnetic moment m at 100Oe is measured with AGM, see section 2.6. (n.s.:
not specified)
measurements. If there would be unspecific bonds to the surface, it would
always be unclear if the rupture force corresponds to the bond in question,
or just to an unspecified bond. Therefore, we tested 12 different magnetic
markers on several surfaces in order to find out, if they adhere to the sample
surface or not (confer section 4.4).
There are still many different commercially available beads that com-
ply with these requirements. Figure 1.7 presents a sketch of a commonly
used magnetic marker. The markers consist of superparamagnetic material
enclosed by a matrix material and are functionalised on the outside with
biomolecules.
According to the requirements stated above, three kinds of particles from
three different companies are chosen. One might think that some matrix
materials adhere to the surfaces and others don’t. Our tests do not support
this assumption, and so all three kinds of particles have a different matrix
material. The beads used in this thesis have polystyrene, polyvinyl alcohol
or silicate matrices. The magnetic material of all used markers is magnetite
(Fe3O4). The biomolecules on the outside can be chosen as needed. For the
bond-force measurements presented in chapter 4, we used beads function-
alised with avidin or streptavidin.
Table 1.1 presents the main properties of all three types of magnetic par-
ticles that were used for the bond-force measurements. The mean diameter
ranges from 0.8µm to 1.5µm, which can be verified by Scanning Electron
Microscopy (SEM) imaging. Figure 1.8 shows SEM images of all three par-
ticle types that were used for the bond-force measurements. The markers of
one kind do not always have the same size (see e.g. figure 1.8b), and all three
types have different surfaces. While the Micromod particles seem to have
a very slick surface with other substances intermixed inbetween the beads,
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(a) Micromod particles. (b) Chemagen particles. (c) Seradyn particles.
Figure 1.8: SEM images of three different kinds of magnetic particles
the Chemagen particles have a more fleecy surface and there is nothing else
in the solution. One possible reason is that the different matrix materials
of the particles have a different contrast in the SEM. Other possible reasons
are a different amount of biomolecules attached to the markers or a different
method to attach the biomolecules.
Although the micron sized magnetite particles work well for the presented
experiments, there is still room for improvements. Using nanoparticles in-
stead of micron sized particles would greatly improve the binding capacity.
Smaller markers would also reduce interfering effects in the behaviour of the
biomolecules. But the magnetic moment should still be as high as possible.
Single domain particles made of Co, FeCo or FePt with a diameter of only
a few nanometers would meet these requirements, and such particles were
already manufactured, e.g. by Hu¨tten et al. [68]. But there are still several
problems with such small markers. For example, Co particles are probably
not biocompatible and need, therefore, some coating for the use in biological
systems. Furthermore the functionalisation of small metallic particles is not
trivial, especially because the surface properties change the particle prop-
erties, too. So for these nanoparticles, there is still a lot of research to be
done.
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Figure 1.9: Magnetic fields of a rectilinear current, remade after [1]
1.3 Magnetic fields generated
by conducting lines
This section is an introduction to the theory of the magnetic field around a
current carrying conducting line and the forces acting on a magnetic marker
inside the produced magnetic gradient field. Additionally, some basic ideas
about the manipulation and positioning of a magnetic markers with conduct-
ing lines will be discussed.
A straight current generates a magnetic field that is inverse proportional
to the radius R. The field lines are concentric circles orthogonal to the
straight current, see figure 1.9(a). To calculate the magnetic field of a straight
current we start from the Ampe`re-Laplace law:
~B =
µ0I
4pi
∮
~uT × ~ur
r2
dl (1.2)
with the unit vectors ~uT and ~ur, µ0 = 4pi · 10−7mkgC2 and assuming a constant
current density. As shown in figure 1.9(b), the vector ~uT × ~ur is for every
point P and every element dl perpendicular to the plane which is determined
by P and the current I. Hence ~uT × ~ur equals ~uν . The magnetic field at
point P , originating from dl, is tangent to the circle of radius R that passes
through P . It is centered on the current and it is in a plane perpendicular
to the current. So, when we integrate equation 1.2 all contributions in the
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integral have the same direction ~uν , and the resultant magnetic field ~B is
also tangent to the circle. Thus, it is only necessary to find the magnitude of
~B. The magnitude of ~uT × ~ur is sin ν, because both vectors are unit vectors.
Therefore, we get for the magnitude of a rectilinear current:
B =
µ0I
4pi
∫ ∞
−∞
sin ν
r2
dl (1.3)
It can be seen in figure 1.9(b) that r = R cos ν and l = −R cot ν thus
dl = R 1
sin2 ν
dν = R csc2 ν dν. Hence we get
B =
µ0I
4pi
∫ pi
0
sin ν
R2 csc2 ν
(R csc2 ν dν) =
µ0I
4piR
∫ pi
0
sin ν dν (1.4)
With l = −∞ corresponding to ν = 0 and l = +∞ corresponding to ν = pi
we get the law of Biot-Savart:
B =
µ0I
4piR
(cos ν)pi0 =
µ0I
2piR
(1.5)
or in vector form
~B =
µ0I
2piR
~uν (1.6)
After we can calculate the magnetic field B at every point around a long
and thin conducting line, we also want to set a superparamagnetic marker
inside this magnetic field and calculate the acting forces.
Figure 1.10 shows a simplistic setup
B
magnetic particle
I
magF
Figure 1.10: Sketch of a simple setup
to manipulate a magnetic marker with a
conducting line on a surface.
for a magnetic particle on a surface
near a conducting line. When we
neglect different heights of the cen-
ter of the magnetic particle and the
center of the conducting line, this
is only a two-dimensional problem.
While the current flows in-plane
through the conducting line, the mag-
netic field is always perpendicular to
the plane and so it is easy to calcu-
late the magnetic field for every point in the plane. When the current is
turned on in this simple setup, a magnetic field is generated that affects the
magnetic particle. In the case of ferromagnetic markers with large anisotropy,
the markers would start to rotate in order to align themselves to the mag-
netic field, as the dipole wants to go into the state of minimal energy [29].
The magnetic torque forced on the marker is ~τ = ~m× ~B.
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But in this thesis, only superparamagnetic markers were used. The ferro-
magnetic crystallites inside the core of the markers are so small (≈1-10 nm)
that they show superparamagnetic behaviour. In such small crystallites, the
thermal energy is sufficient to change the direction of the magnetisation, so
the overall magnetic moment averages to zero. Therefore, the crystallite ex-
hibits a behaviour similar to paramagnetism, where the magnetic moment
M follows the langevin equation:
M(x) = N · coth(x)− 1
x
(1.7)
with x = µ0H
kBT
. In an outer magnetic field, the magnetic moment in the
crystallite instantaneously aligns to the outer magnetic field, and, therefore,
generates an own outer magnetic field. The net magnetic field of the su-
perparamagnetic markers increases with a higher outer field until all mag-
netic moments are aligned, and the magnetic moment is saturated. So, in
a magnetic gradient field, as generated by the conducting line, the markers
additionally feel a translational force ~Fmag in the direction of the magnetic
gradient.
The change of the magnetic moment of the markers is very small for the
applied outer fields. Therefore, it is only a small error when we assume the
marker as a constant magnetic dipole for the bond-force measurements (see
chapter 4). The force exerted on the marker can then be written as [71]:
~Fmag = ∇(~m · ~B) (1.8)
With the assumption that the magnetic dipole moment instantly aligns to
the outer magnetic field and the particle adheres to the surface in the same
position, the vector product reduces to a scalar product. The magnetic force
can then be written as:
~Fmag = |~m|∇| ~B| = m · dB
dR
(1.9)
Together with equation 1.5 we get:
~Fmag =
m · µ0I
2piR2
(1.10)
To hold a particle in a specified position, a trap must be build with the
magnetic fields. But according to Earnshaws theorem, it is not possible
to build a trap with any combinations of outer magnetic fields. Samuel
Earnshaw already proved in 1842 [36] that if inverse-square-law forces, such
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as the magnetic force ~Fmag, govern a group of charged particles, they can
never be in stable equilibrium. The reason for this is that inverse-square-law
forces follow the Laplace partial differential equation, and the solution of this
equation does not have any local maxima or minima. There are only saddle-
type equilibrium points, instead. Although not applicable for the experiments
in this thesis, in principle one can circumvent Earnshaw’s theorem by using
time-varying fields, active-feedback systems, diamagnetic systems (extremely
low forces) or superconductors.
Naturally one would like to guide a particle between the conducting lines
that create the magnetic field. But this is only possible for particles that
follow the magnetic gradient to local minima. This was e.g. done byDekker
et al. [30] to guide neutral atoms on a chip. But the magnetic particles used
in this thesis follow the magnetic gradient to the local maxima, and the local
maxima are always at the edges and in the corners of the conducting lines.
So, in the experiments in this thesis, we trapped particles at the crossing
of two conducting lines or in a corner (see chapters 3 and 5).
1.4 Computer-simulations of the
magnetic fields
To visualise the magnetic fields around arbitrary conducting lines, a computer
simulation program was written. Because the magnetic field ~B is always
perpendicular to the sample plane (confer figure 1.10) the program only needs
to calculate the magnitude of the magnetic field, which reduces the problem
to two-dimensions (please see the CD for the source code of the simulation
program).
The following variables have to
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Figure 1.11: Sectioning of the conduct-
ing line for the simulation program show-
ing the magnetic field at point P gener-
ated from one section (confer figure 1.9b)
be defined for the computer-simulat-
ions to calculate the magnetic fields.
First of all, a matrix of n ×m grid
points is set and the size of one grid
point is defined. Then, the conduct-
ing lines are set into the matrix by
defining the start- and endpoint of
the conducting line. Additionally,
the width of the conducting line and
the current through it is set. Fi-
nally, the number of iterations per gridwidth for the conducting lines is set.
So the conducting line is cut into many pieces, and for every piece the mag-
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(a) Four crossing lines that are not con-
nected to each other
(b) A curved line in vicinity to a
straight line
Figure 1.12: Results from the the simulation program. The top images show the
defined conducting lines with the direction of the currents, and the bottom images
show the normalized magnetic field.
netic field is calculated at every gridpoint P with the law of Biot-Savart (see
figure 1.11). The accuracy of the output can be tested by incrementing the
iterations per gridwidth until the output doesn’t change significantly and by
comparing with analytic solutions of model problems.
The output of the program is a matrix, containing the magnitude of the
magnetic field for every grid point. The resulting matrix can then easily
be normalised and displayed as a coloured images. Figure 1.12 shows two
examples of the computer-simulations. The top image shows the defined
conducting lines and the bottom image the normalised magnetic field. The
magnetic field changes in the bottom images from low (black) to high (white).
The images also show lines of equal magnetic fields to enhance the visibility.
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It is easy to spot the gradient that is perpendicular to the equipotential lines.
As can be seen in figure 1.12(a), the corners of crossing conducting lines have
the highest magnetic field and are local maxima. The inner corners have
higher fields due to higher fractions of all four lines, although the outer
corners are still local maxima. In figure 1.12(b) it can be seen that the
magnetic gradient points to the smallest distance between the two conducting
lines.
Although the program was a good starting point to develop the different
designs that were used for the conducting lines in this thesis, it is neither fast
nor sophisticated enough to calculate a complete setup in a reasonable time.
Furthermore, it would be advantageous to be able to simulate the influence
of the viscosity together with the magnetic force in order to gain insight in
the real flowing behaviour of a bead. A professional finite-element simulation
program would be more suitable for such a task.
1.5 Magnetic Tunnel Junctions
Since the discovery of the Tunnel Magneto Resistance (TMR) in 1975 [73]
and especially in the last two decades, the interest in Magnetic Tunnel Junc-
tions (MTJ) grew quickly. Besides the work to create a Magnetic Random
Access Memory (MRAM), MTJs were already used for magnetic biosensor
applications [114]. This section will introduce the basic theory needed for a
description of MTJs.
1.5.1 Tunneling effect
The electron tunneling effect is a purely quantum-mechanical effect and first
theoretical studies were published in the early 1930s [117]. Although the
TMR effect was discovered early in 1975 [73], it took two more decades,
and the discovery of the Giant Magneto Resistance (GMR) [5, 12], until the
interest in the TMR effect grew quickly.
Figure 1.13(a) shows the wave function Ψ(x) of two electrodes separated
by an insulating barrier. Although classically forbidden, a part of the wave
function continues beyond the barrier. Because the wave function has to be
continuous, it decays exponentially within the insulator. If the barrier is too
thick, the wave function vanishes beyond the barrier.
In a MTJ the electrons tunnel only through thin insulating barriers (only
a few nanometers thick) and, therefore, a reasonable tunneling current can
be measured. Those metal/insulator/metal systems are mostly analysed by
measuring the current/voltage (I/V ) characteristic. Figure 1.13(b) shows a
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(a) Wave function Ψ(x) for electron tunneling
through an insulating barrier. While the bar-
rier would classically be forbidden, quantum-
mechanically the wave function decays expo-
nentially and, for thin barriers Ψ(x), is at-
tenuated beyond the barrier.
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dν can be obtained from a
Brinkmann fit.
Figure 1.13: Tunneling in metal/insulator/metal (M/I/M) structures, from [84]
sketch of such a system. The Fermi-levels EF of the two metals are shifted
because of the applied bias Voltage eV . The tunneling through an insulator
mainly depends on the the density of states (DOS) in the left and right
electrode. The current from the left to the right electrode can be written as:
Il→r(E) =
∫ ∞
−∞
ρl(E) ·ρr(E+eV ) · |T (E)|2 ·f(E) · (1−f(E+eV ))dE (1.11)
where ρl is the DOS in the left electrode at energy E and ρr is the DOS at
the same energy plus the applied bias voltage. |T (E)|2 is the probability of
transmission through the barrier and f(E) the Fermi-Dirac function. Because
electrons also tunnel in the other direction, you have to subtract the current
from right to left to get the total current Itotal = Il→r − Ir→l.
While the easiest way to get the properties of the barrier is the Simmons-
fit [116], which assumes a rectangularly shaped barrier, in this thesis the
more elaborate Brinkman-fit is used. Brinkman et al. [17] used the WKB-
approximation to numerically calculate the transmission probability |T |2 for
a trapezoidally shaped barrier. The first terms of the WKB-approximation
give for the conductance: G = A ·V 2+B ·V +C. So when the conductance is
measured, the barrier parameters can be obtained by fitting the parameters
A,B and C:
ν =
e2C
32A
ln2
(
h3√
2pie3meff
√
AC
)
(1.12)
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b = − ~
2
√
2meffν
ln
(
h3√
2pie3meff
√
AC
)
(1.13)
dν = − 12~ν
3
2B√
2meffebC
(1.14)
with the effective electron mass meff set to 0.4 [16]. Although Brinkmans
approach neglects any dependence of the transport characteristics on the
DOS of the electrodes, equation 1.13 provides good results for the barrier
thickness. In the experiments, the I/V curve of a MTJ is measured, numer-
ically differentiated and fitted with a standard code [104].
1.5.2 Tunnel Magneto Resistance
In 1975, Julliere [73] was the first one who measured TMR in MTJs. He
already gave a simple explanation for the TMR effect and defined a and
a′ as the fractions of tunneling electrons in the two ferromagnetic materials
that are parallel to the magnetisation. With the spin polarisations of the two
ferromagnets defined as P = 2a−1 and P ′ = 2a′−1, the relative conductance
variation is defined as:
TMR =
2PP ′
1− PP ′ (1.15)
Jullieres explanation is just a very simple model for the TMR and does not
include temperature or voltage dependencies. For two different ferromagnetic
electrodes in a MTJ, the model also gives a wrong positive sign for the
polarisation of the 3d-ferromagnets. There are more open questions, e.g.
the connection between the spin-polarisation of the different electron bands
to the measured TMR ratio, and until today, there is no comprehensive
theory about it. The interested reader is encouraged to read the article
from Stearns [120] and the PhD thesis of LeClair [84], where some more
elaborate approaches are summarised.
1.5.3 Exchange Bias
The exchange bias was discovered in 1956 byMeiklejohn andBean [89, 90]
as a new type of magnetic anisotropy. They found an unidirectional pinning
of a ferromagnetic layer by an adjacent antiferromagnetic layer. When the
ferromagnet in contact with the antiferromagnet is cooled from above the
Nee´l temperature in an outer magnetic field, there is a shift from zero along
the field axis in opposite direction of the applied field. This unidirectional
shift is called exchange bias and it means that there is a preferred magneti-
sation direction for the ferromagnetic layer.
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Figure 1.14: Exchange bias and coercive field of a CoFe layer in dependence on
the MnIr thickness. From [124]
The exchange bias depends strongly on the thicknesses of the ferromag-
netic and the antiferromagnetic layer. Figure 1.14 shows the dependence on
the antiferromagnetic layer thickness for MnIr in contact with a CoFe layer
as the ferromagnet. There clearly is a maximum exchange bias at a MnIr
thickness of 7.5 nm, which is typical for MnIr (see e.g. [2]). Such an exchange
bias can also be impressed into an antiferromagnet-ferromagnet system by
sputtering the thin layers within a magnetic mask, as it is done in this thesis
(see chapter 6).
Chapter 2
Preparation and
analytical tools
This chapter describes all techniques that are needed for the preparation
of the samples and the methods to analyse the samples. The principle of
every technique is described shortly and the used apparatus in more detail.
For a comprehensive overview, the reader is pointed to the corresponding
references. The exact preparation steps for the different samples will be
elaborately explained in the corresponding chapters 3 – 6.
2.1 Sputtering thin films
Sputtering was used in this thesis for the thin films of MTJs, conducting lines,
contact pads and protection layers. The first publication about sputtering is
from Grove in 1852 [58], but it took a long time until the micro-electronics
demanded the sputtering technique for the production of good metal films.
While a general description of the sputtering process can be found in [101]
and [75], this section will focus on the used apparatus and their settings for
the different films.
All thin films of the MTJs (see chapter 6) were sputtered in the fully auto-
mated commercial sputter system CLAB 600, made by Leybold Dresden
(see figure 2.1(a)). This system is equipped with six 4” magnetron sput-
ter sources and one 2” magnetron sputter source. Two of the 4” sources
are special DC-magnetron sources for ferromagnetic materials and one 4”
source is a RF sputter source for MnIr. The other sources are regular DC-
magnetron sputter sources. The base pressure in the sputter chamber is at
least 3.5 · 10−7mbar. During sputtering, argon is let into the chamber and
the process pressure is kept constant at 1.3 ·10−3mbar by adjusting the shut-
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(a) Commercial sputter system CLAB 600, made by Leybold
(b) Home made sputter system, used for SiO2, Tantalum and Gold
Figure 2.1: Sputtering systems used in this thesis
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ter in front of the main turbo pump. The sputter power is 115W for all
targets except Gold (the 2” source) with 29W. Changing the target mate-
rials, installing magnetic masks or wobble mask inside the sputter system
is easily possible within a few hours. The layer thicknesses of the materials
were frequently calibrated through x-ray diffraction methods or atomic force
microscopy (AFM) [62].
The insulating barrier of the MTJ is processed inside the CLAB 600
without vacuum breach. The barrier consists of 1.4 nm Aluminium, that
is oxidised for 100 sec in an ECR1 oxygen plasma source, made by Roth
& Rau. At the best parameters [124] of 3 · 10−3mbar oxygen pressure, a
microwave power of 275W and a DC bias voltage at the sample of −10V
relative to the chamber, the aluminium transforms into an amorphous 1.8 nm
thick Al2O3 barrier.
In the MTJs which are prepared during this thesis, the ferromagnetic
layers are pinned to an antiferromagnetic layer (MnIr) by exchange bias.
Normally, the exchange bias is activated by heating the sample over the
Nee`l temperature and cooling down the sample in a homogeneous magnetic
field. But with this technique, it is not possible to pin the top and bottom
ferromagnetic layers in different directions. Therefore, the exchange bias is
activated by sputtering the layers below and above the barrier in two different
magnetic masks.
Figure 2.1(b) shows the home built sputtering system that is used for
conducting lines, contact pads (Ta, Au) and protection layers (SiO2). With
a base pressure of at least 2 · 10−6mbar, Tantalum and Gold is deposited
at 2.1 · 10−3mbar argon pressure with a power of 25W. The protective SiO2
layers are RF-sputtered from a silica glass target in a gas mixture of 2.1 ·
10−3mbar argon and 1.1 · 10−4mbar oxygen at a power of 50W.
2.2 Ion beam milling
Ion beam milling is very similar to sputtering, but the sample is now the
target. So the top layers of the sample will be etched down by Ar+-ions
that are accelerated towards the sample. Ion beam milling is used for several
different process steps during the creation of the MTJs (confer chapter 6) or
to embed the conducting lines into the Si-wafer (chapters 3 – 5).
The ion beam milling is also done in a apparatus built in Bielefeld. It
has a base pressure of at least 2 ·10−6mbar and an argon pressure during the
etching of 8 · 10−4mbar. The ion source is operated at a discharge voltage
1ECR is the abbreviation for: electron cyclotron resonance
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Figure 2.2: Full recorded spectrum of the layer stack TMR-DP15 from the
quadrupole mass spectrometer. Because the channels for different masses are not
fully separated, some artefacts occur (e.g. the rise of Al at the end of the spectrum
is only related to the Si peak).
of 50V, a beam voltage of 400V, an accelerator voltage of 30V and with a
beam current of 6mA. The sample current is measured and kept at about
400µA to keep the etching rate constant. To ensure homogeneous etching
and to avoid short-circuited TMR elements, the sample holder is tilted by
30° and rotates slowly. A comprehensive description of the apparatus can be
found in [101].
The etching is monitored with a quadrupole mass spectrometer, which
allows to stop the process exactly in the desired layer of the stack. Figure
2.2 shows a recorded layer stack as it is used in chapter 6 of this thesis. The
Al2O3 can easily be seen at around 1600 sec. After etching the complete layer
stack, the process time for the TMR-elements and the bottom electrodes can
easily be calculated.
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2.3 Optical lithography
Optical lithography is used extensively in this thesis. All conducting lines,
contact pads and TMR test structures are made with optical lithography.
In principle, the lithography always consists of the following steps: a) spin-
coating the resist on top of the sample, b) annealing the resist, c) exposing
desired parts to light of a specific wavelength and d) developing the resist.
These steps transfer a given structure to the resist on top of the sample.
Depending on the resist type, the resist is preserved in the exposed area
(negative resist) or in the non-exposed area (positive resist). The resist pro-
tects some parts of the sample surface, and on the other part thin films can be
deposited or can be etched with Ar+-ions. Afterwards the resist is removed
by suitable solvents.
The positive photoresist AR-P 5350 from Allresist GmbH is used for
all optical lithography. It is spin-coated at 4000 rpm (or 6000 rpm for mask
lithography) for 30 secs and annealed for 30min at 92. Then, the resist is
exposed with a laser lithography or a UV-mask lithography system. After-
wards, it is developed for 45 sec with the Allresist developer AR 300-35
(mixed 2:1 with H2O). Because of the special undercut profile of this resist,
the real structures are about 1µm wider than specified in the design file.
After all necessary steps, the resist is removed with the Allresist remover
AR 300-70 in an ultrasonic bath for 15mins.
The used laser lithography system is a DWL 66 from Heidelberg In-
struments GmbH with a laser from Melles Griot and a 4mm write
head. The laser has an output of 90mW at 442 nm. A built in camera easily
allows the alignment to already existing structures. The minimum possible
size of the structures with the used photoresist is 1µm. This laser lithog-
raphy system is also used to fabricate UV-masks that can be used with the
UV-mask lithography process. For such masks, the design is inverted and
structured on a glass substrate. To block the UV-light, a thick tantalum
layer is sputtered in the created holes. After lift-off, the mask is complete
and can be used for very quick parallel optical lithography.
For one-step lithography with
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Figure 2.3: Design of the TMR stan-
dard mask.
structure sizes larger than 5µm, a
UV-mask lithography system from
Thermo Oriel is used. The ho-
mogeneous UV light source with
300W exposes the sample through
the mask that lies on top of the sam-
ple. The exposure time is between 3 and 5 secs, depending on the age of the
UV-lamp. Figure 2.3 shows the design of the used TMR standard mask with
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squares that define areas of 90000µm2, 40000µm2, 10000µm2, 506.25µm2
and 56,25µm2.
2.4 E-beam lithography
The principle of e-beam lithography is the same as the optical lithography.
Instead of photons, high energetic electrons are used which have a much
shorter wavelength and, therefore, allow to write much smaller structures.
The negative resist AR-N 7500/18 from Allresist is used in this thesis.
After a spin-coating at 6000 rpm and annealing at 85 for 2mins, the sam-
ple is exposed at 20 kV in a LEO Series 1530 Scanning Electron Microscope
(SEM) with a Raith Elphy Plus lithography system. The minimal possi-
ble structure size is about 50 nm and depends on the resist. For all e-beam
lithography steps the developer AR 300-47 (4min) from Allresist and the
remover 1-Methyl-2-pyrrolidinone (1 h in an ultrasonic bath at 80) from
Aldrich is used.
The SEM is also used to analyse samples [126]. The energy, the aperture
and the detector type (In-lens or SE2) can be adjusted to suit the investigated
sample. The nominal resolution is 1 nm at 20 kV. Figure 1.8 on page 19 shows
SEM images of the magnetic beads.
2.5 Auger electron spectroscopy
For detailed examination of TMR layer stacks and a special surface test
(see section 4.1) a Scanning Auger Microscope (SAM) System 660 from
Physical Electronics was used. This system has an integrated SEM for
the positioning on a sample and uses an integrated ion beam milling system
to acquire depth profiles of samples. Using only Auger electrons with an
energy between 30 eV and 2000 eV for the mass determination the SAM has
a very high depth resolution. A comprehensive description of this system
and the method can be found in [111].
2.6 Alternating Gradient Magnetometer
For the manipulation of magnetic particles, it is very important to know their
magnetic moment. This was measured with the Alternating Gradient Mag-
netometer (AGM)MicroMag 2900 from the Princeton Measurement
Corporation. The maximum magnetic field, generated by an electromag-
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Figure 2.4: Example for an AGM measurement of magnetic markers.
net, is 14 kOe at an air gap of 12mm. The sensitivity goes down to 10 pAm2
with an accuracy of 2%.
Although the AGM is very sensitive, single magnetic markers cannot be
measured directly. Instead, several millions of markers are measured in the
AGM and the average magnetic moment for a single bead can be calculated
then. Additionally, the number of the measured magnetic markers cannot be
counted exactly, but only estimated by the given dilution. Figure 2.4 shows
exemplarily the calculated magnetic moment per bead for Chemagen beads
with a concentration of 50µg/ml. For the bond-force measurements, the
magnetic moment at a small outer field (≈100Oe) is interesting and not the
moment for saturated magnetic beads.
Beside the fact that only the mean magnetic moment of the beads is
known, more issues were found during the measurements. Although the
beads are superparamagnetic, some of them show a remanent magnetisa-
tion. The reasons can be the clustering of the beads, not fully oxidised
Magnetite (Fe3O4) particles inside the beads or a few very big beads. To
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avoid clustering, the magnetic markers are pipette spotted onto a heated Si-
wafer (≈100). Because the effect remained, the clustering cannot be the
only reason for the ferromagnetic behaviour. Additionally, the magnetic mo-
ment shows a dependency on the concentration of the beads that cannot be
neglected (6 different concentrations are tested for every bead type). All of
this has to be taken into account, to calculate the magnetic moment at a
small outer magnetic field.
2.7 Optical microscope with a CCD-Camera
system
This section describes the main setup that was built for particle positioning
and manipulation measurements. As shown in figure 2.5, the setup consists of
an optical microscope with an attached CCD-camera and an IC-socket that
holds the sample. A computer is used to record the applied currents/voltages
and the video images of the sample (see figure 2.5(b) for a close-up of the
setup).
The microscope is an Axiotech Vario from Zeiss with 3 Epiplan
objectives, with a magnification of 20×, 50× and 100× and a 10× eyepiece.
The sample holder is a self-made IC-socket, which is set on top of a micro
precision positioning table from Parker. All contacts of the IC-socket are
connected via a special box to the measuring instruments, power supplies
and an analog-digital converter card (CIO-DAS08-PGA) in the computer.
Using a c-mount adapter, the CCD-camera M4+CL from JAI on top of
the microscope is directly connected to a special video grabber card in the
computer.
For a complete survey of the sample during the experiments, a computer
program is developed that grabs images from the CCD-Camera, simultane-
ously measures voltages from the A-D card and saves the data together on
the hard-disk. Because the magnetic field directly depends on the current
through a conducting line, the voltage over a specified resistor is measured
and directly converted into the current. For an easier review process and
for better presentation of the collected data, another program was developed
that takes the specified part of the images, adds the actual current/voltage
inside the image and puts the single images together to a video. See the en-
closed CD for the source code of both programs and examples of the videos.
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(a) Overview
(b) Close-up
Figure 2.5: Setup used for the main measurements. Including an optical mi-
croscope with a CCD-camera, an IC-socket for the samples and a computer with
proprietary developed software.
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Chapter 3
On-chip manipulation
of magnetic markers
with conducting lines
The starting point for this thesis was the idea to use magnetic markers for the
manipulation of biomolecules directly on-chip. The magnetic fields that are
needed for the manipulation can be created by currents through conducting
lines on a Si-wafer. Together with magnetoresistive sensors, everything that
is needed for a magnetic biosensor can be integrated into a small chip us-
ing standard methods of micro-electronics. Besides several advantages, such
as low cost and portability, this setup opens up many possibilities for new
measurements in the micro and nano cosmos.
This chapter provides all information about the basic setup of all sam-
ples and discusses several problems that have to be considered. Besides the
first simple approach, several examples for manipulations on a chip will be
presented and discussed.
3.1 Basic sample preparation
All samples in this thesis, which are used for manipulation or positioning of
magnetic markers, have the same basic preparation procedure. Figure 3.1
presents the five main steps in the procedure. The first step is the optical
lithography (a) that consist of spin-coating the sample with a resist, exposing
it with a laser lithographer, and developing the resist to get the written design
(check section 2.3 for a comprehensive description of optical lithography).
Then, the whole sample is etched with Ar+-ions, so 200 nm deep holes are
created where the resist was removed (b) (see section 2.2 for a description of
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Figure 3.1: Side view of a sample for all preparation steps
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the etching process). These holes are exactly filled up with Au (c), using 5 nm
thick Ta below and on top as an adhesive agent (thin grey layers). Finally,
the resist is removed (d), and optionally, a protection layer of 100 nm SiO2
is sputtered onto the sample (e).
Initially, the conducting lines were not embedded into the Si-wafer, but
first experiments showed that the protruding lines are real obstacles for the
magnetic particles. This is no real surprise, as the height of the conducting
lines is nearly one third of the diameter of a bead. Because the conductivity
of gold is much higher than the conductivity of silicon, it is no problem to
embed the gold lines into the Si-wafer (confer figure 3.1c).
The SiO2 protection layer is not
Figure 3.2: Sample inside the IC-
Socket. Bonded gold wires connect the
design with the socket pins
added for all experiments, as it is
only imperative for the bond-force
measurements. But this layer helped
in several experiments and was used
in many cases.
The thickness of the conducting
line and the width at the narrow-
est point determines the resistance
and the maximum possible current.
In most samples the resistance of a
conducting line is between 20 and
300Ω and the maximal possible cur-
rent is about 30 to 150mA.
For most measurements, the sam-
ple is glued with conductive silver paste to an IC-socket. For an easy connec-
tion, the contact pads of the structure are then wire bonded to the IC-socket.
Figure 3.2 shows a complete sample in the IC-socket.
3.2 Problems during the measurements
Even for the first simple measurements, there were several problems that
occurred during the measurements. Some were expected, others not.
One major problem is electromigration [25] that is generally the result of
momentum transfer from electrons, which move in an applied electrical field
to the lattice of the conducting material [4]. Thus, the electromigration oc-
curs when many electrons massively scatter inside the conducting material.
This massive scattering moves material and thereby deteriorates the conduc-
tivity of the material. The predominant failure mechanism for conducting
lines is the growing of voids over the entire line. Very small imperfections al-
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(a) Optical image (b) SEM image
Figure 3.3: Examples for the electromigration of a conducting line
Figure 3.4: Water is boiling because of an overheating conducting line
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Figure 3.5: Splintered glass on top of the conducting lines
ready amplify the scattering, and are often nucleation centers for the growth
of large voids.
Figure 3.3 shows examples for disconnected conducting lines due to elec-
tromigration. In the image of the optical microscope (a), you can see clearly
the part where the gold of the conducting line turned black and the electro-
migration has destroyed the line. The change of the material properties can
also be seen in the SEM image (b).
A related problem often occurs before the electromigration. The con-
ducting line is overheating, and with it, local boiling inside the water drop
occurs. Initiated again by imperfections inside the conducting line, some
points become very hot, and the water above these points starts boiling. As
shown in figure 3.4, these hot spots trigger bubbles inside the water drop.
It is observed that the bubbles nearly always occurred at the edges of the
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conducting line. This is an indication for the fact that there are more im-
perfections at the edges of the conducting lines due to nooks and ridges from
the lithography.
Besides the problem that all magnetic particles are strongly pushed away
by the rising bubbles, the bubbles can also destroy the SiO2 protection layer
and, therefore, destroy the sample. Figure 3.5 shows an optical image of
a sample surface after those bubbles rose from the conducting lines. The
protection layer is clearly destroyed, although no electromigration occurred.
For measurements with two or more conducting lines, it is important
that there is no current flow between the lines. Because, if the current flows
through the protection layer and the water drop you have unwanted elec-
trolysis on the sample, and such a current often initiates overheating and
electromigration. The resistance over the water drop or the Si-wafer between
the lines is not very high (≈ 50 kOhm), so that a current can easily flow when
the potential is switched from one to another line. Therefore, the potential
has to be zero, when the power source is switched on to another conducting
line.
3.3 Examples for on-chip manipulation with
magnetic markers
Keeping all these precautions in mind, magnetic markers can be manipulated
with conducting lines in many different ways. This section presents several
possibilities to manipulate markers that were tested during this thesis, and
compares the results with similar experiments of other research groups.
3.3.1 Current through a straight line
(proof of principle)
As a starting point, the principle of this manipulation technique is tested with
the simplest setup. A single straight conducting line with two contact pads at
both ends is patterned with optical lithography. Above the conducting line,
a drop of water with magnetic markers is placed. A current through the line
creates a magnetic gradient field, that magnetises the superparamagnetic
markers, aligns them to the magnetic field and pulls the markers to the
conducting line. Figure 3.6 shows 5 selected images of the video of this
simple experiment.
A constant current of 5mA is already enough to attract a magnetic marker
that is about 33µm away. Without the magnetic field, the marker just follows
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(a) 0 sec (b) 10 sec (c) 20 sec
(d) 30 sec (e) 33 sec
Figure 3.6: A 5mA current through the straight conducting line (width = 3.8µm)
attracts the magnetic marker. The images have a size of 63µm × 37.8µm. See
the CD for the complete Video.
the brownian motion [78], but with the magnetic gradient field it slowly moves
towards the conducting line. The marker accelerates towards the conducting
line until it reaches the local field maxima on top of the line. Before it reaches
the conducting line, the maximum velocity of the bead is about 6µm/sec.
In order to describe the forces that act on the magnetic marker, the
friction of the marker in the fluid (Stokes’ law) has to be subtracted from
the magnetic force (see equation 1.10 on page 22):
~F = ~Fmag − ~Ffriction = m · µ0I
2piR2
− 6pirη~v (3.1)
Here we assume a spherically shaped marker with radius r, a viscosity η of
the water drop and an actual velocity ~v of the marker. Using equation 3.1,
the maximum possible velocity can be calculated, when ~Fmag = ~Ffriction. With
a maximum current of I = 150mA, a magnetic moment of m = 1.82 fAm2
of the particle (see table 1.1), a distance R = 2µm, a radius of the marker
r = 1µm and a viscosity for water of η = 1mPa sec at room temperature,
the maximum possible velocity is:
~v =
m · µ0I
12pi2rηR2
= 7 · 10−4 m
sec
(3.2)
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(a) 23 sec (b) 114 sec
Figure 3.7: Trapping magnetic markers inside a ring shaped conducting line. See
the CD for the complete video.
This initial experiment proves that in principle the manipulation works
well. Several more examples for particle manipulation are following.
3.3.2 Trapping markers in a ring
Figure 3.7 presents an approach to trap several magnetic markers inside a ring
shaped structure. The ring has an outer diameter of 37.1µm and an inner
diameter of 14.9µm, so the conducting line is 11.1µm wide. A potential is
applied to both top rings with a current of 100mA. Two images of the video
are presented here, after 23 secs (a) and 114 secs (b).
Attracted by the magnetic field of the conducting rings, the magnetic
markers follow the gradient to the nearest local maximum. From figure 3.7(a),
it is clear that there are three local maxima. Two maxima are at both inner
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Figure 3.8: Trapping many magnetic markers inside a ring shaped conducting
line, from [85]
sides of the two supply lines above the ring, and the third is at the bottom of
the inner side of the ring. After 114 secs, a lot more beads are attracted and
populate the conducting rings (b). The beads at the two maxima between
the supply lines build up one big crowd, and inside the ring structure, the
beads align to the local maximum at the lower edge of the inner ring.
As expected from Earnshaws theorem (confer page 22) the beads do
not cumulate in the center of the ring, but at the inner edge. This is also
true for the inner side of the supply lines. The local maxima are directly at
the edges, and not in the middle between the supply lines.
Lee et al. made a similar experiment in 2001 [85]. They structured a
ring shaped trap for magnetic particles using the electro-plating technique
(see figure 3.8). Although they used similar magnetic markers (Bangs Lab-
oratories, diameter 1-2µm), the ring structure is much bigger and, due
to the electro-plating technique, the ring is much higher (the height is not
given exactly, but probably about 3µm). Applying a high current of 350mA,
they cumulated hundreds or thousands of particles inside the ring structure.
Figure 3.8(b) does not show the expected maxima at the edges, but a nearly
uniform distribution inside the ring. There are several possible explanations
for this differing result. First of all, the ring structure elevates several micro-
meter above the surface, and therefore, the ring is a high wall for the particles
inside the ring. When the current is turned off, the particles move away from
the wall to the middle of the ring. The elevated structure is also the reason
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Figure 3.9: Manipulation with magnetic and electric fields. A current through
the thin and wide lines in the middle generates a magnetic field, and the top and
bottom lines are electrodes of a capacitor to create an electric field. See the CD
for a complete video.
why there are no particles between the supply lines. Another possible ex-
planation is that there are so many particles inside the ring that they show
clustering effects. The results can not really be explained without seeing
the complete process in a video (unfortunately the video is not available).
Because we are more interested in manipulating very few or only single par-
ticles, this example is not investigated further, and other approaches were
tried.
3.3.3 Manipulation using electric fields
Nearly all materials can be manipulated with electric fields. If a material
is charged, it can easily be moved in an electric gradient field (the direction
depends on the charge). If a material is not charged, the electric field induces
a dipole moment within in the material and the induced dipole moment
is then affected by the electric field (e.g. this is used in dielectrophoresis
experiments, see below). In the experiments presented in this chapter the
magnetic beads are also charged, and so they can easily be manipulated.
Figure 3.9 shows a setup that uses magnetic and electric fields to ma-
nipulate magnetic markers. Currents through the two lines in the middle
(wide and thin line) create magnetic fields, and the top and bottom lines are
electrodes of a capacitor creating an electric field between them.
In the experiments, the magnetic markers are collected with a small cur-
rent on the lines in the middle (see the CD for the complete video). Then,
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the current is turned off and an electric field is applied on the outer elec-
trodes. The movement of the beads is viewed and recorded through the
optical microscope, as before.
When the electric field is turned on, many markers are drawn quickly
towards one of the electrodes. Only very few don’t move at all. Although this
observation shows that the markers can be manipulated with electric fields,
it also reveals the major problem of this method. The experiment shows that
the markers are charged and, therefore, attracted or rejected in the electric
field. This is quite similar to the oil-drop experiment of Millikan1 in 1907
[94]. But here it is unclear how much the markers are charged and if they
are positively or negatively charged. The video shows all three possibilities
(positively charged, negatively charged and uncharged) in the same sample.
Therefore, this method is not usable for a controlled manipulation of magnetic
markers. However, the electric force exerted on many markers seems to be
much stronger than the force that can be applied with the magnetic field.
Therefore, we will briefly refer to this method in chapter 4.1.
Another approach to manipulate markers with electric fields, that is not
used in this thesis, is to use ac fields that exert a dielectrophoretic force on
the markers. Dielectrophoresis describes the movement of particles caused
by the interaction of the induced dipole moment and an external electric field
[34]. The dielectrophoretic force depends on the frequency of the external ac
electric field and on the magnitude of the complex dielectric constant of the
particle in relation to that of the used medium. This method is especially
interesting, because just by changing the frequency, you can change from an
attractive force to a repulsive force. But using electric fields also has the dis-
advantage that everything on the sample is manipulated nonselectively. All
kinds of particle traps can be built with this technique, and so there is a lot of
research done about dielectrophoresis. Manipulation [81] and separation [96]
of bio-particles or nanoparticles [74] are done with dielectrophoresis as well
as the use of dielectrophoresis in diagnostic instruments [48]. Furthermore,
microspheres were specially engineered for their dielectric properties [128].
The combination of magnetic on-chip manipulation techniques with on-chip
dielectrophoresis is a promising field for future research.
1Millikan got the nobel prize in 1923 for his work on the elementary charge of elec-
tricity (using the oil-drop method) and on the photoelectric effect.
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Figure 3.10: Transportation of single beads, from Wirix-Speetjens and
De Boeck [136]
3.3.4 Transportation and positioning
of magnetic markers
In 2004 Wirix-Speetjens and de Boeck presented [136] an interesting
method to transport magnetic particles along a defined pathway using an
alternating magnetic gradient field. In a quite simple setup with only two
sawtooth shaped conducting lines, they guided single particles along a pre-
defined line. They used 2µm Micromod beads, and an alternating current
of 50mA at a frequency of 0.1Hz in their experiments.
Figure 3.10 shows their results for a dual metallisation device (a,b,c) and
for a single metallisation device (x,y,z). In the images, the white arrows
indicate the stepwise movement of the single magnetic particles. The move-
ment in one direction only works if the two conductors are very well aligned.
Otherwise, the magnetic particle moves back and forth between two local
maxima. The velocity of the magnetic particle can be adjusted by changing
the current and by changing the proportion between the width and the length
of the sawtooth structure.
Because this thesis combines magnetic manipulation and detection, a dif-
ferent structure is designed that allows the transportation of a bead to several
defined positions. Figure 3.11 presents the star like structure and the posi-
tioning of a few beads at defined locations. Outside the optical microscope
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Figure 3.11: Moving magnetic particles to several defined positions with a star
like structure.
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images of figure 3.11(a-f), it is always sketched where the potential is ap-
plied. The time and the actual current during these six images of the video
are written in orange at the bottom of the images. At the beginning a few
magnetic beads are collected in the corner of the right conducting line (a).
Then, the current is turned off in the right line and the top-right line is turned
on (b). The beads directly move from the right to the top-right corner (see
the attached CD for the complete video). In the same fashion the beads are
moved counter-clockwise around until they are finally collected in the middle
ring (f).
The accuracy of the positioning inside the corner only depends on the ac-
curacy of the lithography. Using optical lithography, we are restricted by the
wavelength of light. So in this experiment, the accuracy of the positioning
can only be about 1µm (about the size of the used magnetic beads). Chang-
ing to e-beam lithography would allow a much better positioning accuracy
of about 50-100 nm.
During the experiment, that takes about 5minutes, more and more beads
are collected from the vicinity. Therefore, the number of beads in the corners
increase steadily. While in the first corner, there were only about 5 beads,
in the end there are probably more than 30 beads. Although it isn’t tested,
this experiment can certainly be done with single beads. As will be shown
in chapter 5, this mainly depends on the concentration of the beads in the
solvent.
What cannot be seen in the six images, but in the complete video, is
a problem with the top-left conducting line. Immediately after this line is
turned on, bubbles rise from the surface and turn the microscope image
completely black (that’s the reason for not providing the image here). For
a discussion of this bubble problem, see section 3.2. Although the top-left
conducting line is not working, the experiment can go on. So the principle
of this transportation and positioning technique for magnetic particles works
very well.
3.4 Discussion
Starting with a proof of principle experiment, it is shown that the on-chip
manipulation and transportation of magnetic particles works as well as the
positioning of the particles in specific predefined places. Despite a few prob-
lems during the experiments and the preparation, all kinds of manipulations
can be achieved with conducting lines on a chip. For nearly all transportation
and positioning tasks, a specially designed structure can easily be prepared.
It is shown that a small current (≈5mA) is enough to manipulate the mag-
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netic particles, and that the manipulation of a single particle is possible. The
accuracy of positioning magnetic beads only depends on the accuracy of the
lithography method.
The behaviour of a single particle in a hydrodynamic system was simu-
lated by Jan Stallkamp in 2003 [118]. The recent method of Lattice-
Boltzmann-simulations enables deeper insight into the behaviour of col-
loidal systems, and is especially interesting for particles with attached bio-
molecules.
After this general approach to the on-chip manipulation and positioning,
two special applications will be presented. In chapter 4, a manipulation
method will be used to measure the bond-forces between two biomolecules.
And finally, a single bead will be exactly positioned on top of a TMR-Sensor
in chapter 6.
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Chapter 4
Bond-Force measurements
This chapter presents a new technique to measure the bond-force between
two biomolecules. The manipulation method presented in chapter 3, together
with a special customised design, is used to pull at a bond between two
biomolecules until it breaks. One biomolecule is attached to the magnetic
bead and the other is connected to the sample surface.
The setup for these experiments
bondF
mag
v
SiO2
Si−wafer
F Au
Figure 4.1: Sketch for the bond-force
measurements
is shown in figure 4.1. Two conduct-
ing lines (a wide and a narrow one)
are structured and covered by SiO2
(see section 3.1 for a comprehensive
explanation). The sample surface
is then covered in a special process
(see section 4.3) by one kind of bio-
molecules (red in figure 4.1). Com-
mercially available magnetic mark-
ers that are covered with a match-
ing biomolecule (green in figure 4.1)
are put in solution on the sample surface. The beads are collected on top of
the thin conducting line with a small current, so that the biomolecules at the
markers can bind to the biomolecules on the surface. After a few minutes,
the small current is turned off and a current through the wide conducting line
is turned on. This current, and with it the magnetic force on the marker,
is increased very slowly, while the beads on the sample are recorded by a
CCD-camera (confer section 2.7 for the complete description of this setup).
All beads that did not bind to the surface are directly drawn off the thin
conducting line. The other beads stay until the applied force ~Fbond is so high
that the bond between the biomolecules breaks. Because the current and all
other needed variables (confer equation 1.10) during the rupture events are
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known, the magnetic force ~Fmag can be calculated
1. And because the angle
ν ≤ 5° in our experiments (confer figure 4.1), we can state with an error
of less than 1% that Fbond ≈ Fmag. Hence, the rupture force between the
magnetic marker and the surface can be calculated directly.
4.1 Sulfur-gold bond
The sulfur-gold bond has several advantages and was, therefore, the first bond
tested in this thesis. One advantage is that it is a strong covalent bond with
a high bond enthalpy of 418 ± 25 kJ/mol [135]. Because nearly all bonds
between biomolecules are weaker, this would be a good proof of principle
for the method. Furthermore, this bond is well known, e.g. Grandbois
et al. presented AFM experiments in 1999 [54] where they measured a bond-
force of 1.4± 0.3 nN at loading-rates of 10 nN/sec for the sulfur-gold bond.
Another key advantage is the
bondF
Si−wafer
SiO2Au
Figure 4.2: Sketch for the Sulfur-gold
bond measurements
simplified setup shown in figure 4.2.
Magnetic markers functionalised
with a SH-group on the surface can
directly bind to the patterned gold
lines. The fabrication of the sam-
ple is much easier, because there is
no surface preparation involved and
even the SiO2 protection layer is
omitted. Suitable magnetic markers
are commercially available in a wide
variety. The Sicastar-SH particles from Micromod (with a diameter of
1.5µm) were used because these particles passed some important tests.
The most important property is that the markers only bind specifically to
gold and not on the SiO2 surface of the wafer. To ensure this, we tested the
Sicastar-SH markers on SiO2 surface and Micromod Sicastar markers
without a SH-group on a gold surface. In both tests, the markers did not
bind to the surface.
During the experiments, it became apparent that the binding only works
good when the sample was freshly made. Even an ultrasonic bath in acetone
didn’t change this behaviour. This was very much unexpected, because the
gold lines, buried in SiO2, should not change over time, and the magnetic
markers are always the same. So, we examined whether the gold surface
changes over time. Auger measurements of a freshly made gold surface and
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Figure 4.3: Auger measurements of sputtered gold surfaces
of a 6 weeks old gold surface are compared in figure 4.3. The Auger measure-
ments clearly show that with time, carbon is deposited on top of the gold
surface. So, the fact that the markers do not bind well to an older surface
supports our main concern that we only examine the sulfur-gold bond and
no unspecific binding. Therefore, we had to prepare fresh samples or expose
the sample for 30 sec to ion beam milling (see section 2.2).
Results and Discussion
In all our experiments with magnetic gradient fields, the sulfur-gold bond
could not be broken. The markers either did not bind at all, or could not be
ripped off the gold line, even with currents of up to 150mA. The maximal
force with a current of 150mA, a magnetic moment of the beads of 0.4 fAm2
and at a distance of 9.63µm, can be calculated as 129 fN. This is 4 magnitudes
lower than observed in AFM measurements [54] and obviously too weak. But
it may not be that far away, when thinking about the loading-rate dependency
found for other bonds (confer section 1.1.4).
Although the sulfur-gold bond could not be broken with an applied mag-
netic gradient field, it can be broken with an electric field. Using the setup,
already presented in section 3.3.3, the rupture of the sulfur-gold bond works
in principle. Figure 4.4 shows three images from the video of the rupture
1Stokes law does not apply for these experiments, because the particle does not move
until the bond is ruptured. So the velocity ~v = 0 and therefore the friction ~Ffriction = 0.
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(a) Applying a current
of 80mA through the
wide line in the middle
(b) Directly before the
electric field is turned
on
(c) Directly after the
electric field is turned
on
Figure 4.4: The sulfur bond cannot be broken with the maximum magnetic field
(a), but with an electric field between the outer electrodes, (b) and (c). See the
CD for the complete Video.
events. In the first image the two single beads on the thin line and the bead
agglutination below still bind to the gold surface (a), so the magnetic force
at the maximal possible current of 80mA is still too weak. But when the
electric field is turned on, all beads are ruptured. See before (b) and after (c)
the electric field is turned on. However, the uncertainty of the charge carried
by each bead (confer section 3.3.3) prohibit a calculation of the bond-force.
Because this very strong covalent bond could not be broken with the mag-
netic gradient field, non-covalent but still strong ligand-receptor bonds were
used for the next experiments. The following sections present measurements
of the streptavidin-biotin and the avidin-biotin bonds.
4.2 Sample preparation
for ligand-receptor bonds
For all following bond-force measurements, the samples are initially prepared
as shown in figure 3.1(a-e). Figure 4.5 presents the design that is used for
the optical lithography in step (a). There are two thin (≈ 2µm wide) and
two wide lines (≈ 12µm) which are always connected by a contact pad at
both ends. The outer part of the design, where the conducting lines broaden,
was done to avoid problems during the laser lithography. Very thin and long
lines were often disconnected or joined with neighbouring lines. This design,
with very few corners and broadened lines minimised such problems.
First, the markers will be collected on the thin lines, before a high current
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Figure 4.5: Complete design used for all bond-force measurements. The mea-
surement area is magnified.
through the wide line tries to rupture the examined bond between marker and
surface. The SiO2 protection layer in step (e) is imperative for the subsequent
biological surface preparation (see section 4.3). Typically, the design of figure
4.5 is structured three times in a row on one piece of Si-wafer. This wafer
piece is then glued with conducting silver paste to an IC-socket, and the
structure is connected to the socket by wire bonding.
4.3 Surface preparation
for the bond-force measurements
For the bond-force measurements of the ligand-receptor bonds, the surface of
the samples need a special preparation. This was done by Paul-Bertram
Kamp within a collaboration of the Sonderforschungsbereich 613 (Project
K3). The surface preparation was always done after the following recipe:
Before any biological preparation of the surface, the sample is heated
at 120 for 5min to dry it. The surface is then silanized with an epoxy-
silane by heating the sample for two hours at 80 in a solution of 2.5%
3-Glycidyloxy-propyl-trimethoxysilane in xylol and 0.1% triethylamin (all
chemicals from Sigma-Aldrich, Taufkirchen, Germany). The silanisation
is followed by 3 washing steps with acetone and finished by drying the
sample at 100 for five minutes. On top of the silanized surface, 0.3µl
biotinylated oligonucleotides (biotin-5’-agggttttcccagtcacgacgtt-3’, Sigma-
ARK, Germany), diluted 1:1 with 58% DMSO, 40% Methanol and 2%
TEMED, are pipette-spotted. Directly after spotting, the samples are stored
in a damp atmosphere for 1 hour. Then, the samples are heated for five min-
utes at 100 and exposed to 300mJ UV light. Three washing steps follow
with a washing buffer of 50mM Na2HPO4, 10mM Tris-Base, 5mM EDTA,
0,1% SDS, 0.01% N-laurosyl sarcosine, 0.01% Tween 20, 0.01% Triton X100,
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0.1M NaCl and 0.5% polyethylene glycol 4000 at a pH of 8.5 (adjusted with
acetic acid) and another washing step with distilled water. To deactivate the
excessive epoxide groups, the sample is incubated for 1 hour at 55 in 1M
sodium acetate buffer containing 2.5% polyethylene glycol 4000 with a pH
of 5.0. Finally, the samples are washed three times in washing buffer (see
above) and one time in distilled water for five minutes. The samples are
stored at room temperature until usage.
The concentration of the biotinylated oligonucleotides is a critical pa-
rameter for the experiments, since a too high concentration result in several
bonds per bead and with a too low concentration, there are nearly no bonds
at all. Both cases have to be avoided and, therefore, different concentrations
were tested and also adjusted to the used beads (different beads have differ-
ent binding properties). The final concentrations of oligonucleotide used in
these experiments are between 10 and 1000 nM.
4.4 Selection of suitable magnetic markers
For all bond-force measurements, it is absolutely necessary that there is no
unspecific binding between the magnetic markers and the sample surface.
Therefore, all markers were tested and carefully selected.
First, all 12 different magnetic markers we had at our disposal were tested
for unspecific binding to the SiO2 surface of the wafers. To test this, a drop
of water containing many beads were pipette-spotted on to the wafer. After
waiting for a few minutes, the wafer is washed in distilled water and blow
dried with nitrogen. Then, the wafer is examined for magnetic beads that
still adhere to the wafer. Only the types of beads that did not adhere to the
wafer were used for a second test.
For the ultimate test, samples were prepared as described above with only
one alteration. The pipette-spotting of the biotinylated oligonucleotides was
omitted during the surface preparation. Because of the missing biotin, the
beads cannot bind specifically to the surface. Therefore any binding event
would be an unspecific bond, which is not allowed. It was tested several
times with all beads used for the bond-force measurements that they never
bind unspecific to the sample surface.
The three types of beads that are used, because they meet these require-
ments, were already presented in section 1.2.
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4.5 Bond enthalpy of all involved bonds
When the magnetic force is applied to the magnetic marker, the force is
applied to all bonds between the surface and the marker. Because the weakest
bond will break first, only this bond can be examined in these experiments.
Because we want to examine the ligand-receptor bonds, we have to make sure
that these bonds (streptavidin-biotin or avidin-biotin) are the weakest.
Figure 4.6 shows all involved bonds and their corresponding bond en-
thalpy. Except for the ligand-receptor bonds, all bonds are covalent bonds
with a bond enthalpy of several hundred kJ/mol. The weakest covalent bond
is O-N with a bond enthalpy of 181 kJ/mol. But the non-covalent ligand-
receptor bonds we want to examine are clearly weaker. For full binding
capacity (i.e. all four binding sites occupied), streptavidin-biotin has a bond
enthalpy of 96.2 kJ/mol and avidin-biotin of 85 kJ/mol [55]. Therefore, it is
clear that only the ligand-receptor bonds will be ruptured in the experiments
and nothing else.
4.6 Results
All bond-force measurements are viewed with an optical microscope and
recorded with a CCD-camera system (see section 2.7 for more information
about the setup). Figure 4.7 shows three images of such a video where two
rupture events are recorded. The current is slowly increased during the mea-
surement and two beads still bind to the biotinylated surface at a current
of 73mA (a). One second later, at a current of 74mA, the upper marker is
gone, so the bond was ruptured (b). Several seconds later, at a current of
81mA the bond of the second marker was ruptured (c).
The recorded videos of all measurements were evaluated for such rupture
events (see CD for videos of all rupture events). In order to calculate the
bond-force Fmag with equation 1.10, we need three variables. We get the
current I and the distance R directly from the recorded video, and together
with the magnetic moment m of the markers (see table 1.1 on page 18), the
magnetic force for every rupture event is calculated.
Figure 4.8 presents the results of all bond-force measurements withChema-
gen beads (a) andMicromod beads (b). The measured bond-forces for the
streptavidin-biotin bond (a) are very low (in the range of 25-475 fN), and the
distribution clearly shows two maxima. The average of the first maximum
is at a bond-force of 55.9 fN (σx¯ = 18, 9 fN) and the average of the second
maximum is at 244,7 fN (σx¯ = 64, 5 fN). There is also a single event at 457 fN,
which will be discussed later. The bond-forces of the avidin bonds are even
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Figure 4.6: Bond enthalpy of all bonds between the surface and the magnetic
marker. The xDNA strand has a phosphor backbone with a bond enthalpy for the
P-O bond of 407 kJ/mol. Enthalpy values are from [108, 92]
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Figure 4.7: Three images of a recorded video. At 73mA two streptavidin markers
still bind to the biotin (a). At a current of 74mA, the upper marker is ruptured
(b), and at 81mA the lower is ruptured (c). See CD for the complete video.
lower in the range of about 10-90 fN. Again, there are two maxima in this
distribution, but they are not clearly separated. The first maximum (in the
range of 0-40 fN) is at 15.9 fN (σx¯ = 2, 2 fN) and the second maximum (in the
range of 40-90 fN) is at 58,4 fN (σx¯ = 5, 0 fN). It is apparent that for both
bonds, the second maximum is about 4 times higher than the first maximum,
which dashes the idea that this is just a double bond. A detailed explanation
will be given below.
The streptavidin-biotin bond was tested additionally with markers from
the Seradyn company (confer section 1.2). These markers did not bind
very well, and therefore, only very few events could be measured (see the
CD for all rupture events with the Seradyn markers). The mean value of
these events is quite near to the first maxima of the rupture events with
Chemagen beads, at 57,6 fN (σx¯ = 47, 8 fN).
The width of the maxima in these distributions is mainly caused by the
distribution of the magnetic moment of the markers. The magnetic moment
can only be measured for hundreds or thousands of beads, and then the aver-
age over all beads is calculated. Because the beads have a wide distribution
in size, the magnetic moment has probably a similarly wide distribution.
In order to investigate the streptavidin-biotin bond even more with this
method, we tried to put the system upside down. The streptavidin was put
on the surface, where it can bind to gold, and biotinylated magnetic markers
were used on top. Unfortunately, the biotinylated markers already bound
directly to the gold surface without any streptavidin. Therefore, one major
necessity of the experiments wasn’t met, and the upside-down system could
not be used.
The number of bonds between a bead and the surface depends on the
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Figure 4.8: Distributions of the measured bond-forces for streptavidin-biotin (a)
and avidin-biotin (b) bonds.
concentration of the biotinylated oligonucleotides on top of the surface. Dur-
ing the first experiments, a very high concentration was used and, therefore,
nearly all markers bound to the surface and no marker could be ripped of.
Of course, the reason for this was that the markers had several full bindings
and, therefore, couldn’t be ruptured. When no biotinylated oligonucleotides
are on the surface, of course no bonds at all occurred (confer section 4.4).
For the bond-force measurements in this thesis, the best concentration of
oligonucleotides is between 10 and 1000 nM.
4.7 Discussion
At first, the very low bond-forces and the two maxima may look a little
dubious, but after a thorough investigation it is clear that they fit very well
to the investigations of other groups.
Other experimental [91, 28, 39, 40, 109, 134, 15] and theoretical publica-
tions [59, 70, 65, 121] already showed that the bond-force of ligand-receptor
bonds is highly dependent on the loading-rate (i.e. the rate of force increase
F ′). Figures 4.9 and 4.10 present graphs of the streptavidin-biotin and
avidin-biotin bond-forces in dependency of the corresponding loading-rate.
The values for the bond-forces are from AFM measurements [97, 23], DFS
measurements [91] and the results in this thesis. The bond-force is plotted
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Figure 4.9: Bond-Force dependency on the loading rate for the streptavidin-
biotin bond. The values for the atomic force microscopy (AFM) are from [97] and
the values for the dynamic force spectroscopy (DFS) are from [91].
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Figure 4.10: Bond-Force dependency on the loading rate for the avidin-biotin
bond. The values for the atomic force microscopy (AFM) are from [44] and the
values for the dynamic force spectroscopy (DFS) are from [91].
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against the logarithm of the loading-rate, because it is proportional to the
logarithm of the loading-rate. As it was already shown by Merkel et al. in
1999 [91], the streptavidin-biotin bond can be divided in two linear regions,
and the avidin-biotin bond can be divided into three linear regions. These
different force regimes can be attributed to the behaviour of a one (or more)
state energy potential that experiences an outer force (confer section 1.1.4 for
the transition-state-theory and Kramers model). The bond-forces measured
in this thesis extend the lower linear region for about 2 (avidin-biotin) to 3
(streptavidin-biotin) orders of magnitude down. At an extremely low loading-
rate of only 1 fN/sec, the streptavidin-biotin bond-force is only ≈245 fN, and
the avidin-biotin bond-force is only ≈58 fN. So the logarithmic dependence
between bond-force and loading-rate is still valid for loading-rates down to
1 fN/sec.
Together with the low force events from [91], a linear fit can be applied to
the measurements and the off rate koff can be calculated. From equation 1.1
we can derive for the off rate: koff =
xβ ·r0
kBT
. Using this equation, we get
for the avidin-Biotin bond koff−Avidin = 1.3 · 10−3 sec−1 and for streptavidin-
biotin bond koff−Strept = 4.8 · 10−4 sec−1, which is much higher than calori-
metric measurements of Green in 1975 [57] (kGreenoff−Avidin = 4 · 10−8 sec−1 and
kGreenoff−Strept = 3 · 10−6 sec−1). However, recent measurements [134], using la-
bel exchange experiments, showed an off rate for streptavidin-biotin between
kWilliamsoff−Strept = 1 · 10−5 sec−1 and 8.7 · 10−7 sec−1 which is only a little bit higher
than our measurements. Using only AFM measurements, all rupture events
are quite far away from the natural off rate and that is the reason for the
wide range. Because our measurements are much closer to the natural off
rate the result of the linear regression is more precise.
While measuring very low bond-forces at very low loading-rates, another
particular feature of the ligand-receptor bonds can be seen in the measure-
ments. The fact that the second bond-force maxima for both investigated
bonds is 4 times higher than the first maxima substantiates the theory of
positive cooperativity for these ligand-receptor bonds. The affinity of these
bonds, and with it the bond-force, only changes when the protein binds four
ligands. There is no difference between one, two and three ligands bound to
the protein. But with four ligands, a structural change in the protein induces
a change of the affinity of the bond [133]. Only then, all four ligands add to
the bond-force that is then four times higher than a single bond. For a more
comprehensive explanation of the cooperativity in ligand-receptor bonds, see
section 1.1.4. Even the single high force event for the streptavidin-biotin
bond at 457 fN supports the cooperativity, because it is approximately twice
the second maxima (244,7 fN with σx¯ = 64, 5 fN), and, therefore, corresponds
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to a full double bond with two streptavidin proteins and eight biotin ligands.
Section 4.3 presented a dependency between the concentration of the bi-
otin on the sample surface and the number of breakable and unbreakable
ligand-receptor bonds. For concentrations above 1000 nM, no bonds could
be ruptured in this setup. This is a clear indication for two or more full
bonds, so the cumulated bond-force is higher than the highest bond-force
that can be applied in this setup.
Several bonds per marker were very likely another problem for the ex-
amination of sulfur-gold bonds (confer section 4.1). Because the magnetic
SH-markers can bind everywhere on the gold conducting line, there are most
likely two or more bonds between the marker and the surface. And because
it is not so easily possible to adjust the concentration of the gold atoms on
the surface, as it is with biotinylated oligonucleotides, the sulfur-gold system
is not really feasible.
In summary, this new method opens up the possibility for new ultra low
force measurements with extremely low loading-rates. It is a very interesting
tool to examine biological bonds, because it has several advantages. First of
all, the maximum applied forces are strong enough for nearly all biological
bonds (streptavidin-biotin is the strongest known non-covalent bond). But in
contrast to e.g. AFM experiments, the loading-rate is very low. This means
that the experimental conditions are more similar to the in vivo conditions of
the ligand-receptor pair, although it is an in vitro experiment. This method
can give more insights on the bond behaviour for near equilibrium conditions
of biological bonds, and may add to new developments [105] in this research
area.
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Chapter 5
Exact positioning of single
magnetic particles
In the last two chapters several examples for the manipulation of magnetic
beads were presented, and bond-force measurements were introduced as an
application for the manipulation techniques. This chapter presents the devel-
opment of special designs to position single magnetic particles at predefined
places. This positioning technique will be demonstrated for a special appli-
cation in the subsequent chapter.
The preparation steps for the samples in this chapter are identical to those
for the samples used for the manipulation experiments. Section 3.1 describes
the basic processes in detail. The only difference is the used lithographic
design.
5.1 Development of the lithographic design
The lithographic design of the conducting lines determines the generated
magnetic field, and with it the behaviour of the magnetic particles on the
sample surface (see section 3.3 for several examples). So, before a new design
is created, the requirements for the magnetic field and the sample have to be
clear.
The aim of the new design is the positioning of a single magnetic particle
directly on top of a TMR sensor (confer chapter 6). To get reproducible
results within one experiment it is desirable to have a sensor array with
a single bead on every sensor. On the one hand, it would be preferable to
occupy several positions with one conducting line, because the used IC-socket
has only limited contacts. On the other hand, it would be beneficial if every
position could be controlled individually. Balancing both requirements, a
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rectangular conducting line was designed that allows the positioning at four
predefined places (every corner of the square).
Figure 5.1(a) presents the rectangular design during a first positioning
process. The magnetic particles in both top corners prove that this design
works in principle, but some unwanted effects can also be seen. At the bottom
left of the structure, a local maximum is at the round curve of the supply
line(see respective particle agglutination). However, at the desired position
in the corner, there are no particles. There are also several beads at the inner
and outer edges of the rectangular design and not mainly in the corners.
Therefore, the design is changed to get rid of these problems. Fig-
ure 5.1(b) shows the second tested design to position four single particles
at four predefined places. This design gets rid of the local maximum at the
supply line, but there are still several particles on the outside of the struc-
ture. Also, the positioning is not really exact in this design. Most particles
are near the inner corners, but not directly in the corner (see for example the
bottom left corner).
This leads to a third design, presented in figure 5.1(c). Again, the supply
line has no unwanted local maxima near the wanted positions, and the arched
conducting lines allow very precise positioning of particles in the corners.
Both top corners in figure 5.1(c) contain one single bead. The beads have a
diameter of 1.5µm and are positioned within an area of the same size. There
are still some particles at the outer edge of the structure, but no one near the
defined positions. After the development of this design, it was used for all
positioning experiments in chapter 6. Still, some particular conditions have
to be met to get good results in the positioning experiments.
5.2 Specialities regarding the
measurement conditions
In order to position single beads at predefined places, some conditions have to
be adjusted. First of all, the concentration of the beads in the water drop has
to be right. A too high concentration results in more than one bead at every
position, and with a too low concentration, there is a high probability that
there is no bead at all in the vicinity of the generated magnetic field. For the
used Micromod particles (confer section 1.2), concentrations of 2-5µg/ml
worked very well.
As another problem, clustering was observed during several experiments.
The magnetic particles often clumped together, although the particles are
superparamagnetic and their concentration in water was very low. To get
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(a) First design tested for the posi-
tioning of single particles. Actual cur-
rent is I = 101mA.
(b) Second tested design. Actual cur-
rent is I = 102mA.
(c) Final design that was used for the positioning in
chapter 6. Actual current is I = 92mA.
Figure 5.1: Three different designs to position single magnetic particles. The
design is evolving from (a) to (c). See the CD for complete videos of the positioning
experiments.
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rid of this clustering effect, the water-particle mixture has to be thoroughly
shaken directly before the experiment. Luckily, these two requirements can
easily be met, but they cannot be ignored.
5.3 Results and discussion
This chapter presents the development of a lithographic design that allows
the positioning of four single magnetic markers at four predefined places.
Taking all requirements into account, the design evolved over several steps
(confer figure 5.1) into the final design that accomplishes all demands of the
following experiments. For future developments of new lithographic designs,
a finite-element simulation software could accelerate the development. The
generated magnetic field can easily be calculated, and taking the friction in a
liquid into account (see page 45 for more information on Stokes’ law), the
whole path of a single magnetic particle can be simulated. Such simulations
would shorten the development time a lot and give more insights into the
newly developed system.
Although the final design works well for the intended application, there is
still room for improvements. Figure 5.1(c) shows the final design during the
experiments. Two single beads are very well positioned in the top corners,
Figure 5.2: SEM image of the final design.
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but there are also beads at the right edge of the structure. Thus, there are
still some unwanted local maxima, and such additional maxima at the edges
were observed in nearly all experiments. Examining the sample after the
experiments in the SEM (see figure 5.2) exposes the reasons for the local
maxima. There are still a lot of nooks and wrinkles at the edges of the
structure. This is due to impurities in the optical resist or an mechanical
oscillation of the laser lithography system (caused by a too small sample
size). These small corners are responsible for the additional local maxima,
to which some of the particles are drawn. So for very small or very exact
structures, e-beam lithography should be used to minimise this problem.
This is another indication for the fact that the magnetic particles can
be positioned within the same accuracy as the the lithography method. For
bigger structures, the optical lithography is fine, but for very exact structures,
e-beam lithography (which takes more time) has to be used.
The developed structure is used in the following chapter to position single
magnetic markers on top of small rectangular TMR elements.
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Chapter 6
A single magnetic particle on a
TMR sensor
The positioning structure that was developed in chapter 5 is now used to
position single magnetic particles on top of small TMR sensors. This is the
first step to investigate the response of the sensors to single particles.
Many new applications are conceivable with these manipulation and po-
sitioning techniques. E.g., by using micro-patterning techniques for biomo-
lecules [100] on a magnetoresistive sensor and applying a magnetic field out
of plane to a bound biomolecule on top of the sensor, the sensor can give a
force-distance curve for the bond between bead and surface.
6.1 Development of the TMR-Stack
A special TMR layer stack is developed for this experiments. The main
requirement is that the TMR sensor can detect a single magnetic marker. It
was shown theoretically that this is generally possible [18] when the element
size is about the same size as the bead. But some special properties of the
layer stack are wanted to improve the detection limit. Because the stray field
of a single bead is quite small, it will only influence the soft magnetic layer
of the TMR sensor locally. To avoid irreproducible switching induced by the
small stray field of the particle, the TMR curve (i.e. resistance vs. external
field) should have a slow ascending slope around zero magnetic field. This
slow ascending slope in the TMR curve means for the TMR element that
the softer top ferromagnet is switching reproducible from the parallel to the
anti-parallel state. Such a switching behaviour is achieved through a special
orthogonal pinning of the top and bottom ferromagnetic layers.
During the sputtering of the TMR layer stack, two magnetic masks are
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applied. The lower part of the stack, including the bottom ferromagnet and
the aluminium-oxide barrier, is sputtered with a 0° magnetic mask, and the
upper part is sputtered in a 90° magnetic mask. So, the two ferromagnetic
layers are aligned orthogonal to each other (confer figure 6.1a) and because
of the pinning to an antiferromagnet, they stay that way when all external
fields are removed.
Several different layer stacks are sputtered (see
28.6nm Cu
20.8nm Ta
13.2nm MnIr
14.8nm CoFe
26.5nm MnIr
14.8nm CoFe
  7.3nm Cu
  6.4nm Ta
50.0nm Au
  5.0nm Ta
(b)
(a)
  1.8nm Al O32
Figure 6.1: (a) Or-
thogonal pinning of top
to bottom magnetic elec-
trodes. (b) Layer stack
used for the TMR sen-
sor.
section 2.1 for information about the used appara-
tus) and tested for their magnetic properties. The
sputtered samples were structured using the UV-
mask lithography system (confer section 2.3) with
the standard mask (figure 2.3). After ion beam
milling down to the bottom electrode (see section 2.2
for more information about the Ar-ion etching pro-
cess) and removing the resist, the TMR and the
I/V curves for the tunnel barrier of the layer stacks
are measured. Because the development of the layer
stack is not in the main focus of this thesis, only the
measurements of the final layer stack are presented
here 1.
Figure 6.1(b) presents the most suitable layer
stack that was chosen for the experiments. The
bottom electrode consists of two tantalum and two
copper layers of different thicknesses, which are nec-
essary for the Ar-ion etching process. The TMR el-
ement itself is composed of a strongly pinned cobalt
iron layer (bottom), the tunnel barrier and a weakly
pinned cobalt iron layer (top). A protective tan-
talum layer and a gold layer on top to connect
the TMR elements completes the layer stack. The
full stack from bottom to top can be written as:
Ta(6.4 nm) / Cu(28.6 nm) / Ta(20.8 nm) / Cu
(7.3 nm) / Mn83Ir17(13.2 nm) / Co70Fe30(14.8 nm)
/ Al2O3(1.8 nm) / Co70Fe30(14.8 nm) / Mn83Ir17
(26.5 nm) / Ta(5.0 nm) / Au(50 nm).
The top cobalt iron is pinned by a thicker man-
ganese iridium layer than the bottom ferromagnetic
layer. Because the exchange bias correlates with the thickness of the anti-
ferromagnet (confer figure 1.14 on page 28), the magnetisation of the top
ferromagnetic layer can rotate more easily (confer section 1.5.3). Together
with the orthogonal directions of the pinning, this layer stack switches repro-
1The development and evaluation of different layer stacks for magnetoresistive sensors,
used for the detection of single beads is done by coworkers of our group [19, 114]
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Figure 6.2: Major loop from the final layer stack of a typical 300×300µm2 TMR
element.
ducable around zero field. So it achieves the slowly ascending slope of the
TMR curve and therefore prevents any irreproducible switching of the soft
magnetic layer.
Results and discussion
Figure 6.2 presents the measure-
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Figure 6.3: Minor loop from the fi-
nal layer stack of a typical 300×300µm2
TMR element.
ment of a typical 300×300µm2 TMR
element. At an area resistance be-
tween 183 and 210MΩµm2, the mea-
sured TMR ratio is 13.1%. The in-
plane magnetic field is applied par-
allel to the pinning of the bottom
electrode. For further characterisa-
tion of the layer stack, I/V curves
are measured and evaluated. Figure
6.4(a) shows a measured I/V curve
for this element. For the evaluation,
the plot was differentiated and fit-
ted with standard software, see fig-
ure 6.4(b). Using Brinkmans equations (confer page 26) with an effective
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Figure 6.4: I/V measurements of the used layer stack.
electron mass of meff = 0.4 ·mE, the barrier height has a reasonable value of
ν = 2.62 eV. The barrier thickness of b = 1.95 nm is a little bit thicker but
still close to the expected 1.8 nm. The asymmetry dν = −0.22 eV lies also
within the expected range.
The used TMR layer stack was not developed to have the highest possible
TMR ratio or to get a very robust tunnel barrier. The aim was instead
a slow ascending slope around zero magnetic field. Therefore, the TMR
ratio of 13.1% is not very high, but still quite good for this system and
a large TMR element. An annealing of the whole sample cannot be done,
because it would destroy the orthogonal pinning of the two electrodes. But an
unannealed tunnel barrier is not as good as an annealed barrier. The TMR
ratio is less for an unannealed TMR element and the barrier can easily be
destroyed (an applied voltage of 1Volt mostly destroys the tunnel barrier).
Also, the parameters given by the Brinkman-fit are not extremely good,
but reasonable for the targeted application. In any case, the main goal, i.e.
a slow ascending slope around zero field and no irreproducible switching, is
achieved nicely (see minor loop in figure 6.3).
6.2 Sample preparation
The complete sample preparation for the TMR elements and the manipu-
lation system on top is a very elaborate process. It involves four different
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lithography steps and takes about 10 days altogether. This section gives a
detailed description of all preparation steps.
The first preparation step is the sputtering of the TMR layer stack. While
the development of the stack was described before, there are two things that
are vital for the success of sputtering a working TMR layer system. The size
of the Si-wafer substrate has to be 15×15mm, because this is the minimum
size for both optical lithography steps, and it is the maximum size for the
sputtering in a magnetic mask. It is also vital that the substrate is electrically
connected to the substrate holder with silver paste. Otherwise, the tunnel
barrier is broken. The TMR layer stack is sputtered in the professional
sputtering machine CLAB 600 from Leybold (confer section 2.1).
Starting with the Si-wafer and the TMR layer stack on top, the samples
undergo many steps until the final structure is achieved. Figure 6.5 illustrates
all necessary steps of the structuring process. As first lithographic step, the
supply line for the bottom contact is structured with e-beam lithography
directly in the center of the sample surface (a) (please see section 2.4 for more
information on e-beam lithography). This structure is etched for 1750 secs
(see section 2.2 for more information about the etching process) into the layer
system (b) before the resist is removed (c) and the second e-beam lithography
step is performed. Now, the design for the TMR elements is written to the e-
beam resist (d). This and all subsequent lithography steps have to be aligned
to the first structure. To do this more easily, a special cross like structure is
written during the first lithographic step in the center of the design. After
the development of the resist, the sample is etched again. The etching time is
now 2000 secs, so only the bottom contact lines and the elements remain (e).
Before the resist is removed, the elements are covered with an insulating layer
of 100 nm SiO2 (f). Removing the resist leaves the protected TMR elements
with an unprotected top contact (g). The bottom contact of the element is
contacted through a short-circuited TMR element (see right element in the
sketches).
To structure the contact lines, optical lithography is used because it is
faster for big structures. For the optical lithography, the area is exposed
where the resist is removed during the development (h), because a positive
resist is used (please see section 2.3 for more information about the optical
lithography). A layer of 50 nm gold is sputtered as contact lines for the TMR
elements (i). Below and above the gold layer, tantalum is used as an adhesive
agent between gold and glass. The tantalum is essential, because without the
adhesive agent the protection layer is not completely sealed, and so the TMR
elements can easily be destroyed. After removing the resist, the structuring
process for the TMR elements is finished. Then, all elements are measured
and checked.
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Figure 6.5: Side view of all preparation steps for the TMR elements and the
manipulation system on top.
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Only if the elements are fine, another protective SiO2 layer of 100 nm is
sputtered in a mask that keeps the contact pads free (j). With the final
lithography step (k), the design for the positioning system is structured on
top of the TMR elements (chapter 5 describes in detail the development of the
positioning system). 100 nm gold is sputtered into the structured positioning
design (l), again using tantalum as adhesive agent between SiO2 and gold.
After removing the resist, the sample is finished (m).
The TMR element on the left can be contacted by the top gold contact to
the left and the bottom contact through the short-circuited element on the
right. Besides the supply lines, it is completely enclosed in insulating SiO2.
The top view of the completed sample (n) reveals how the positioning system
for the magnetic markers is set on top of the elements. Exact alignment is
again mandatory for successful positioning.
Finally, the completed sample is cut in smaller pieces to fit into a IC-
socket. It is glued into the socket with silver paste and connected by wire-
bonding. Thus, the sample can be measured easily in the given setup (confer
section 2.7 for more information about the measuring system).
For these samples, the conducting lines of the positioning system are not
embedded into the underlying SiO2 layer, as it was done in the chapters
before. This was necessary because we want to maximise the magnetic stray
field of the markers, and to achieve this, the distance between marker and
sensor should be as small as possible. The protection layer between the
conducting line for the positioning system and the water is not mandatory,
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Figure 6.6: SEM image of the completed sample.
and so this setup is chosen. The magnetic marker can be positioned in the
corner, right beside the conducting line, so the distance between marker and
sensor is only about 150 nm (100 nm SiO2 protection layer and 50 nm gold
from the top contact line).
6.3 Results
Figure 6.6 presents an SEM image of a working sample. The wire-bonded
contact pads which connect to the TMR elements can be seen on both sides.
The conducting lines for the positioning structure come from the top and
bottom of the image. The alignment cross is right in the center, and two
larger test TMR elements are right and left from the alignment cross.
The size of the TMR elements on the sample is: 2×2µm2, 4×4µm2,
6×6µm2 and 8×8µm2. For test purposes, two extra 30×30µm2 elements
were designed. Exemplarily, the measurements of a 2×2µm2 element are
presented here. Figure 6.7 shows the area resistance and TMR ratio of the
element. The maximal TMR ration is 21.8% at an area resistance of about
260 to 320MΩµm2. Again, there is the slow ascending slope at zero field.
Measuring the I/V curve of the element (see figure 6.8(a)) and applying the
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Figure 6.7: Major loop of a typical 2×2µm2 TMR element, of the structured
sample.
Brinkman fit to the differentiated plot (b) gives the following results: barrier
height of ν = 1.25 eV, a barrier thickness of b = 2.65 nm and an asymmetry
dν = −0.24 eV. The other elements show similar values for the Brinkman
fit and the TMR ratio.
As expected from chapter 5, the positioning system on top of the elements
works quite well. Figure 6.9 shows two images of a video that was recorded
during a positioning experiment. A single magnetic marker is drawn into the
corner of the upper positioning structure by the magnetic gradient field. The
images show the marker directly before (a) and after (b) the marker reaches
the corner (center of the red circle marks the position of the bead). Although
the conducting line is not embedded into the SiO2, the positioning still works.
Other recorded videos show that the conducting line is an obstacle, but many
markers can easily leap over this barrier. It is no real drawback for the
positioning system, therefore.
In the example of figure 6.9, the upper conducting line is not exactly
aligned to the TMR elements, and so the marker is positioned beside the
element and not directly on top of it (the TMR element in figure 6.9(b)
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Figure 6.8: I/V measurements of the 2×2µm2 TMR element.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.9: Placement of a single magnetic marker (Micromod marker with a
diameter of 1.5µm) into the corner of the positioning structure, right before (a)
and after (b) the marker reaches the final position. The images have a size of
86.7× 86.7µm2. See CD for the complete video.
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(a) Single marker on a 2×2µm2 TMR
element, besides a big agglutination of
markers.
(b) Single marker on a 4×4µm2 TMR
element.
Figure 6.10: SEM images of well positioned single magnetic markers
(Micromod, ∅=1.5µm).
is the square that is top left from the magnetic bead). In this situation,
another effect helps to position the magnetic markers directly on top of the
TMR elements. As can be seen in SEM images (confer figure 6.10), the stray
field of the TMR element itself draws the magnetic particle on top of the
element. So, in order to position a magnetic marker on a magnetoresistive
element, the positioning system does not have to be very exact, because the
stray field of the element does the rest.
Figure 6.10 presents two SEM images as examples for a successful posi-
tioning. Figure 6.10(a) shows a single magnetic particle on a 2×2µm2 TMR
element besides a big agglutination of markers on top of the corner of the
positioning system. The second image (b) presents a single 1µm sized mag-
netic marker on a 4×4µm2 sized TMR element (it is the same element as in
figure 6.9). This image reveals clearly the two local maxima on the sample.
One bead is directly in the corner of the positioning system (lower right) and
one bead is on the TMR element (center). Therefore, the stray field of the
TMR element adds a local maximum to the magnetic gradient field of the
positioning system.
Until today there is one major drawback of these experiments. No TMR
element survived the drop of water during the positioning. Although the
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(a) SEM image of holes that destroyed
the sample.
(b) Video image of water, destroying
the bottom contact line of the TMR
elements.
Figure 6.11: Destruction of the TMR elements.
SiO2 protection layer is made precisely, the water always seems to find a
way to creep below it. On some samples, the destruction can be seen easily,
but on others, the tunnel barrier just seems to be destroyed without reason.
Figure 6.11 presents two examples for obvious destructions. The first image
(a) shows some holes that originate from the positioning experiments. Right
at the end of the experiments, when the water drop dried out, several holes all
over the sample sprung up and short-circuited the top and bottom contacts
of the TMR elements through the protection layer. The reason for this is
yet unclear. The second image (b) shows some dark structures directly on
top of the bottom contact line. It looks similar to the splintered glass that
was presented in section 3.2. The water somehow finds a way below the
SiO2 protection layer and destroys the TMR elements. These were just two
examples where the reason for the short-circuited TMR elements was obvious.
Other samples showed no visible signs of destruction, but all TMR elements
were always short-circuited after the positioning.
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6.4 Discussion
The main goal of this chapter, i.e. the positioning of single magnetic markers
on top of small TMR elements, is achieved, although the TMR elements
don’t survive the drop of water, yet. The fabrication of a sample involves
many steps (confer figure 6.5) and is, therefore, easily vulnerable to failures.
The fabrication process needs several improvements until the TMR elements
are functioning. The alignment for both optical lithography steps had to be
improved several times, and a bottom contact over the whole sample area
always lead to short-circuited TMR elements, because the insulating layer
was not sealed everywhere.
But finally, it was shown that the samples work in principle. The TMR
elements are measured right before the positioning of the magnetic markers,
and show the wanted results. The positioning also works well, as shown for
several examples.
To prevent the destruction of the TMR elements and to improve the
positioning system, two suggestions for future experiments are made. Using
e-beam lithography for the positioning system would greatly improve the
accuracy of the alignment. The exposure of such big structures takes much
longer with e-beam lithography than with optical lithography, but the better
accuracy will be worth it. Especially for smaller beads that will be used in
future experiments, the e-beam lithography will be mandatory.
A different coating technique is proposed to prevent the destruction of
the elements. Using a Chemical Vapour Deposition (CVD) coating technique
instead of sputtering, the protection layer probably has less defects and is,
therefore, less vulnerable to the water molecules. A CVD coating machine
will be soon available in our group, and so the CVD technique will be tried
in future experiments.
Summary and Outlook
The use of magnetic markers and magnetoresistive sensor elements is a new
research area that is very promising for the development of small and powerful
biosensors. The magnetic approach has three major advantages over the
conventional optical biosensors. The magnetoresistive sensors can be read
out very easily, their overall production costs are very cheap because they are
standard micro-chip techniques, and the magnetic markers, and with it the
attached biomolecules, can be directly manipulated with an outer magnetic
field.
This thesis presents an on-chip manipulation and positioning system for
single magnetic markers. The setup is simple and easily customisable. Con-
ducting lines are patterned with optical lithography on a Si-wafer chip. An
applied current through the conducting lines creates a magnetic gradient field
that interacts with the magnetic markers, so the magnetic markers follow the
gradient of the field to a local maximum.
It is shown that this manipulation and positioning technique works in
principle and, moreover, several applications are introduced. One application
is a special design that allows the transportation of several markers and the
positioning in predefined places. Additionally, the trapping of markers inside
a ring structure is studied and the effects of an applied electric field on the
magnetic markers are investigated. Single magnetic markers were positioned
directly on top of small TMR sensors using a specifically designed structure.
The magnetic stray field of the magnetoresistive sensors helped to position
the magnetic markers on top of the sensors, although this is not necessary.
The accuracy of the positioning system only depends on the accuracy of the
used lithography. So for e-beam lithography the accuracy is below 100 nm.
The manipulation system is eminently suited for a small handheld biosensor
device because it fits together with the sensors directly on the Si-wafer chip.
As an application of the manipulation technique, bond-force measure-
ments between two biomolecules were done. One biomolecule is attached to
the sample surface and the other is connected to a magnetic marker. After
the biomolecules bound, a magnetic field is turned on using the conducting
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lines on the chip. The magnetic gradient field is slowly increased until the
bonds between the biomolecules break. This event is monitored with a CCD-
camera and evaluated to calculate the corresponding bond-force. Compared
to other bond-force measurements, this method has an extremely low loading-
rate (≈1 fN/sec) and, therefore, the measured bond-forces are extremely low
as well. The two well known bonds streptavidin-biotin and avidin-biotin
were investigated, and very low bond-forces were measured (full bond of
streptavidin-biotin: ≈245 fN, avidin-biotin: ≈58 fN). The measured bond-
forces are about 1000 times lower than produced by earlier measurements,
which fits well to the loading-rate, which is also about 1000 times lower. This
method also provides evidence for the cooperativity of these ligand-receptor
bonds.
Several enhancements for the techniques are planned to improve future
experiments. First of all, it is planned to use a CVD coating technique
to improve the protection layer of the TMR elements, so they survive the
aqueous conditions during the positioning. Afterwards, different layer stacks
for the sensor can be tested, as well as smaller magnetic particles. With a
single bead that binds to the surface of a magnetoresistive sensor and an
applied out of plane magnetic field, force-distant curves can be measured
using the sensor signal. To accelerate the development time, finite element
simulations are proposed as a first step in the evolution of new designs.
Because of the exceptionally low loading rates, the method for the mea-
surement of bond-forces is very interesting for other molecules too. In order
to enhance the maximum possible force, Astrit Shoshi started experiments
in our group to add magnetic materials to the conducting lines. For example,
he added a GMR trilayer below the conducting line to enhance the magnetic
field strength, without having to apply an external magnetic field.
Additionally, the combination of this manipulation technique with mi-
crofluidic systems [83, 125] will be very interesting for future experiments.
The fluidic system allows a fast transportation of magnetic markers over
large distances, and the magnetic manipulation system facilitates the exact
positioning.
At a later stage, it would also be very interesting to apply this on-chip
manipulation technique to a complete cell that has to be grown directly on
top of the structured design. With a magnetic marker inside the cell and a
sensor array below, measurements of the viscosity in different areas of the
cell could be done. It would also be very interesting for in-vivo measure-
ments of intermolecular forces, and to determine where in the cell a specific
biomolecule can bind.
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